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1.1. Pancreatic cancer

There is an imperative need to improve treatment options for ”the ruthless dictator of all

cancers”.1 While life expectancy has substantially improved in most major cancer types over

the last decades, the survival rate for pancreatic cancer has barely increased.2 Due to the

aggressive nature of pancreatic cancer and rapid disease advancement, the vast majority

of patients are not eligible for surgical tumor resection.3 It is therefore evident that the

greatest need for progress lies in the treatment for inoperable pancreatic cancer.

The main priority for inoperable pancreatic cancer is systemic control with chemotherapy.3,4

However, the destructive effects of local tumor progression and the importance of maintaining

quality of life in this patient group with very poor life expectancy create the necessity for more

targeted approaches, complementary or alternative to chemotherapy. Over the last years,

radiotherapy has emerged as the most promising local treatment of inoperable pancreatic

cancer.

1.2. Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy refers to any treatment involving ionizing radiation. In oncology, radiotherapy

is used as local treatment that induces DNA damage within the tumor cell nuclei, leading to

cell death. The central tenet of radiotherapy is to deliver a high radiation dose to malignant

tissue, while keeping dose to healthy tissue as low as possible.

Image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) used to be considered a specific discipline within the

field. Today, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) form the

backbone of radiotherapy treatment planning and delivery. In the weeks before treatment,

the patient undergoes a pretreatment session with CT and/or MRI exams, and the visible

tumor (known as the gross tumor volume, or GTV), and the organs to be spared (organs at

risk, or OAR) are delineated on the scans. Each delineated structure is assigned a dosimetric

constraint: for the GTV a minimum dose at which the treatment is considered effective,

and for the healthy tissue a maximum dose beneath which treatment can safely be delivered

with minimal radiation toxicity. With the CT scan as electron density information, these

structures and their boundary conditions are fed into an inverse planning algorithm,5,6 which

performs particle interaction simulations to calculate the optimal sequence of beam shapes

and energies that leads to the desired dose distribution. At the time of treatment, the aim

is to replicate this planned dose as closely as possible for every treatment fraction.
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Figure 1.1.: Comparison of a pancreatic tumor on cone-beam CT (left) versus a T2-weighted MRI of the
same patient (right), along with the contours of the GTV (red) and the duodenum (cyan). The fiducial
markers inside the tumor can be seen on the CBCT.

In conventional image-guided radiotherapy, the linear accelerator (linac) units are equipped

with a cone-beam CT (CBCT) scanner. This can provide a rudimentary 3D image of the

patient at the start of treatment for position verification. Position verification involves

correcting any positional differences between the pretreatment plan and the current patient

position, by physically shifting the treatment couch or patient itself. It is at this part of

the workflow where conventional radiotherapy runs into serious limitations for treatment of

pancreatic cancer.

In the upper abdomen, CBCT scans have a severe lack of contrast between healthy and

diseased tissue, as well as anatomical landmarks such as bony structures (Fig. 1.1). The

tumor position can be approximated with fiducial markers (gold seeds implanted in the

tumor), but this still leaves uncertainty in the location of the tumor and organ boundaries.

Moreover, the positional changes with respect to the pretreatment session can be too

complex to be resolved with a simple rigid couch shift.7 To compensate for the uncertainty

in tumor position and motion, the dose is typically delivered into a large planning target

volume (PTV), which is the tumor plus a margin of healthy tissue. In order to limit the

dose to this healthy tissue and other OARs (whose position is also uncertain), radiotherapy

of pancreatic cancer is conventionally delivered in as many as 30 fractions. Combined,

these characteristics lead to an exceptionally conservative treatment that is often considered

ineffective for an aggressive disease as pancreatic cancer, which should ideally be prescribed

stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT), with biologically effective doses (BED10) of 70 to

over 100 Gy in order to obtain favorable clinical results.8,9 SBRT is a modern radiotherapy

11
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Figure 1.2.: The Elekta Unity, the only commercially available 1.5 T MR-Linac. A 3D rendered cutaway
shows the main components: the 1.5 T magnet (yellow), and the 6 MV linac (dark blue) mounted on the
rotating gantry (gray). Image adapted from Elekta.

technique which involves high doses delivered in hypofractionated schemes (typically five

fractions or less), with treatment plans that have large dose gradients to ensure fast drop

off of dose outside the tumor.

1.3. MR-guided radiotherapy

MR-guided radiotherapy is delivering radiotherapy using a hybrid MRI scanner and radio-

therapy linac, known as an MR-Linac.10 The clinical introduction of the low-field MR-Linac

(0.35 T) was in 2014,11 and the high-field MR-Linac (1.5 T) in 2017.12 The work in this

thesis will only concern the 1.5 T MR-Linac (Fig. 1.2).

The integration of a 1.5 T MRI scanner in 7 MV linac has opened the way for online

adaptive radiotherapy.13,14 With the onboard imaging system of the MR-Linac, which has

vastly superior soft tissue contrast over CBCT (see Fig. 1.1), the treatment plan can be

adapted to a new MRI scan that is made at the start of every treatment fraction. Now, the

12
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Figure 1.3.: The workflow of online adaptive MR-guided radiotherapy, with the typical MRI sequences and
time elapsed for each step in the workflow.

complex anatomical differences with respect to the pretreatment session can be resolved

by recontouring the tumor and OARs on the newly acquired MR image. Immediately after,

a new dose plan is calculated and delivered while the patient has never left the treatment

table. This online adaptive process is repeated every fraction, creating a unique dose plan

for each fraction. The online adaptive workflow of the MR-Linac is summarized in Fig. 1.3.

Aside from acquiring imaging for the purpose of online adaptation, MR data can also be

acquired during treatment delivery. Beam-on imaging is typically performed with fast,

time-resolved acquisition schemes to obtain a real-time view of the target area. Typically,

balanced gradient echo cine MRI is the scanning technique of choice; both acquisition and

reconstruction are fast enough (under 500 ms) to provide images with a both a sufficiently

high spatial and temporal resolution, at the cost of a limited field-of-view of one to three

intersecting orthogonal 2D planes (Fig. 1.4). This is often deemed sufficient for tumor

monitoring during beam-on and any retrospective analyses.

1.4. MR-guided radiotherapy for pancreatic cancer:

technical benefits, challenges, and opportunities

Even before the clinical introduction, it was obvious that MR-guidance would lead to a

paradigm shift in radiotherapy of pancreatic cancer. Treatment of upper abdominal tumors

13
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Figure 1.4.: An example of 2D cine MRI that is typically acquired during pancreatic tumor treatment on the
MR-Linac, at a rate of 500 ms per dynamic. Here, a single dynamic is show, consisting of one coronal (left)
and sagittal (right) plane. The GTV contour is shown in red.

would benefit the most from the two main promises of the MR-Linac - improved soft tissue

visibility and the ability to correct for interfraction motion. Since its inception, hundreds

of pancreatic cancer patients have been treated on the MR-Linac worldwide, and the first

clinical outcomes are being published. Early results from large cohorts demonstrate that

MR-guided SBRT for pancreatic cancer can safely be delivered in high dose regimens, with

low acute toxicity rates and no loss of quality of life.15–19 However, now that MR-guided

radiotherapy has been established as a feasible and safe therapy, it has become clear that

there are several technical hurdles with regards to treatment planning and delivery that will

play increasingly dominant roles as dose is further escalated and PTV margins reduced.20,21

This section will further outline these limitations and challenges, and set the scene for the

work presented in this thesis.

Interfraction motion management and treatment planning

Pancreatic lesions and surrounding bowel structures have excellent visibility and contrast on

T2-weighted MRI, and the online adaptive workflow of the MR-Linac negates the problem of

interfraction motion, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. Indeed, the dosimetric benefits of online plan

adaptation for pancreatic cancers have been extensively reported.7,22,23 At the same time,
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Figure 1.5.: An example of interfraction motion over a five-fraction treatment course on the MR-Linac.
The daily acquired MRI scans from the start of each fraction are shown, along with the GTV (red) and
duodenum (cyan), as well as their position relative to the midsagittal line (yellow).

manual recontouring of the numerous and complex structures in the upper abdomen is a

labor-intensive and time-consuming process. This is the Achilles’ heel online plan adaptation

for pancreatic tumors, as treatment times on the MR-Linac are substantially longer than

in conventional radiotherapy. MR-guided pancreatic treatments can take up to an hour to

complete, of which 15-20 minutes is spent updating the GTV and OAR contours.14,24–26 This

additional time pressure can introduce additional observer uncertainty and might negatively

impact the treatment plan quality.

After the contours have been updated, SBRT treatment planning, with its high dose levels

and steep gradients, remains a challenge in the upper abdomen as well. Even with online

plan adaptation, one cannot avoid the fact that pancreatic tumors are sometimes located

directly adjacent to the duodenum or bowels. Because the strict dosimetric constraints of

these organs always take priority, cases with unfavorable anatomy will suffer from substantial

compromise in tumor coverage. The level of compromise introduces another variable in

treatment planning and can lead to situations where two centers may employ the same

dosimetric objectives in their protocol, but in the end create two very different treatment

plans for patients with unfavorable anatomy.

15
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Intrafraction motion management and treatment delivery

While the online adaptive workflow can mitigate interfraction motion, intrafraction motion

remains a concern for ablative treatments with SBRT in the upper abdomen. Early studies

on the respiratory motion of pancreatic tumors report large cranio-caudal amplitudes of

over 20 mm, and that this motion is also highly unpredictable, with intersubject standard

deviations of over 15 mm.27,28 At the time, these cautionary tales confirmed the need

for large PTV margins, on top of the uncertainties in tumor position and patient setup.

However, it is important to realize that the dominant component of abdominal tumor motion

is respiratory motion. This motion is mostly periodic, and its effect on treatment delivery is

therefore analogous to a Gaussian filter; a static dose plan aimed at a moving target will

cause this dose to be ”smeared out” over a larger area.29,30 Respiratory motion is therefore

much less detrimental to treatment delivery than other causes of tumor motion, such as

drift. In principle, drift can be regarded as a simple shift of the planned dose, which can lead

to larger dosimetric errors than respiratory motion. In the worst case, the tumor has moved

from the target position to outside the high dose area, and an organ like the duodenum has

taken its place. This could not only render the treatment ineffective, but also risk severe

radiation toxicity.

The above situation illustrates that it is much more interesting to express the effect of

intrafraction motion in terms of dose, instead of only quantifying the motion itself. After

all, any intrafraction motion will lead to a nonzero difference between the dose that was

originally planned and what was eventually delivered in the patient. We cannot use dosimetric

detectors like ionization chambers to measure dose within patients, so the delivered dose

must be approximated with dose accumulation. Traditionally, only interfraction imaging

was available, so dose accumulation could also only be performed on an interfraction basis.

However, the MR-Linac’s online motion monitoring capabilities have enabled intrafraction

dose accumulation as well.31,32 In intrafraction dose accumulation, the motion measured

during each treatment delivery is applied as a mathematical transformation to the planned

dose matrix, thereby obtaining a new dose map reflecting the dose delivered under the

observed motion. This can then be compared to planned dose to assess the dosimetric

accuracy of that treatment fraction. It should be noted that dose accumulation, in both

interfraction and intrafraction setting, is still an active area of experimental research and as

of yet, no clinical decisions are being made based on accumulated dose.

Dose accumulation allows for retrospective treatment evaluation, but motion detrimental to

the delivered dose is ideally prevented, or otherwise minimized. Strategies for the manage-
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ment of intrafraction motion predate the MR-Linac era, but some can very well be applied

in the MR-guided setting. Passive motion management typically involves an abdominal

compression belt, which translates respiratory motion from the abdominal region towards

the thorax and reduces the amplitude of upper abdominal tumor motion.33

Active motion management is more sophisticated and usually involves integrated imaging

to monitor fiducial tumor markers34 or the tumor itself. In case of the MR-Linac, the

abovementioned ability to acquire MR images and irradiate in parallel can be used for this

purpose. The measured motion is used in a real-time feedback system coupled to the linac.

The two most common types of motion-incorporating beam delivery are gating and tracking.

In gating, the beam is turned off if the tumor moves outside a predetermined window, which

is typically centered around the exhale position in a free breathing approach, or at inhale

combined with breath holds.35 Tracking means that the beam aperture continuously follows

the tumor position. Low-field MR-Linac systems have been capable of beam gating based on

online cine MRI since 2018.36 A clinical system for the high-field MR-Linac has recently been

introduced,37 and will be discussed in this thesis. The technical feasibility of MR-guided

beam tracking has been demonstrated in a phantom setting on the high-field MR-Linac.38

1.5. Thesis outline

This thesis addresses the limitations of the current MR-Linac workflow, and describes several

technical advances for treatment planning and delivery. The overarching goal of this work is

to transform contemporary MR-guided radiotherapy into a next-generation treatment for

pancreatic cancer, which extensively capitalizes on the capabilities of the 1.5 T MR-Linac.

The daily acquired MRI scan used for contour adaptation is typically a Cartesian-sampled,

3D T2w acquisition. The main disadvantage of this sequence is that respiratory motion in

the abdomen during acquisition results in substantial image blurring, which can hamper

delineation accuracy and speed. In Chapter 2, we investigate the use of two alternative,

motion-robust MRI sequences with radial sampling schemes as main delineation scan for

pancreatic MR-guided radiotherapy.

The complexity of MR-guided SBRT treatment planning for pancreatic cancer has led

to a wide variety of treatment planning protocols and strategies used around the world.

Chapter 3 describes a harmonization project within a global consortium of centers that treat

17
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pancreatic cancer on the 1.5 T MR-Linac, and presents the resulting consensus protocol for

treatment planning.

Continuous real-time MR imaging alongside beam delivery means that the complete motion

patterns of pancreatic tumors during radiotherapy can be characterized with 2D cine MRI.

We describe the method to extract and characterize these motion patterns in Chapter 4,

separated into respiratory and drift components, while using abdominal compression as

passive motion management.

Chapter 5 extends the method of the previous chapter by performing time-resolved dose

accumulation on the planned dose using the measured motion and linac machine log files.

Aside from clinical motion data, this chapter also performs simulations to systematically

assess the dosimetric impact of respiratory and drift motion.

The previous two chapters used a standard 2D cine MRI sequence, consisting of interleaved

coronal and sagittal planes. Chapter 6 introduces a novel 3D cine MRI sequence, which

is able capture the complete time-resolved volumetric motion information of the upper

abdomen at a high temporal resolution. The resulting non-rigid motion fields are used for

deformable dose accumulation to once again analyze the delivered dose.

So far, we have focused on analyzing motion and delivered dose for the conventional, ungated

delivery, where all tumor motion during beam on needs to be taken into account. In Chapter

7, we report the first treatments of MR-guided beam gating and drift correction on the

high-field MR-Linac, and we quantify the dosimetric gain of this active motion management

system.

The main findings of this thesis are summarized in Chapter 8. These findings are discussed

within the broader scope of this thesis in Chapter 9, where we conclude with some future

perspectives on MR-guided radiotherapy for pancreatic cancer.
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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose – Online adaptive magnetic resonance (MR)-guided treatment

planning for pancreatic tumors on 1.5 T systems typically employs Cartesian 3D T2w magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI). The main disadvantage of this sequence is that respiratory motion

results in substantial blurring in the abdomen, which can hamper delineation accuracy. This

study investigated the use of two motion-robust radial MRI sequences as main delineation

scan for pancreatic MR-guided radiotherapy.

Materials and methods – Twelve patients with pancreatic tumors were imaged with a 3D

T2w scan, a Periodically Rotated Overlapping ParallEL Lines with Enhanced Reconstruction

(PROPELLER) scan (partially overlapping strips), and a 3D Vane scan (stack-of-stars) on a

1.5 T MR-Linac under abdominal compression. The scans were assessed by three radiation

oncologists for their suitability for online adaptive delineation. A quantitative comparison

was made for gradient entropy and the effect of motion on apparent target position.

Results – The PROPELLER scans were selected as first preference in 56% of the cases,

the 3D T2w in 42% and the 3D Vane in 3%. PROPELLER scans sometimes contained

a large interslice variation which would have compromised delineation. Gradient entropy

was significantly higher in 3D T2w patient scans. The apparent target position was more

sensitive to motion amplitude in the PROPELLER scans, but substantial offsets did not

occur under 10 mm peak-to-peak.

Conclusion – PROPELLER MRI may be a superior imaging sequence for pancreatic MR-

gRT compared to standard Cartesian sequences. The large interslice variation should be

mitigated through further sequence optimization before PROPELLER can be adopted for

online treatment adaptation.

24
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2.1. Introduction

With the introduction of magnetic resonance linear accelerator (MR-Linac) systems, radio-

therapy for upper abdominal tumors can be conducted using an MR-guided online adaptive

procedure.12,39 During this procedure, treatment plans can be re-adapted to the anatomy at

every fraction based on MR imaging, a modality with a vastly superior soft tissue contrast

and flexibility compared to computed tomography (CT) imaging of conventional radiotherapy.

This introduction of MR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) has made high dose, hypofraction-

ated stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) feasible for pancreatic tumors,14,15,40–43 which

can potentially lead to improved survival.9

In MRgRT on a 1.5 T MR-Linac, the imaging sequences typically used for online plan adapta-

tion are based on 3D, Turbo Spin Echo (TSE), Cartesian k-space sampling patterns. These

sequences have long been the standard in many routine radiological and radiotherapeutic

applications, and therefore trained clinicians are used to the imaging contrast of these scans.

Moreover, 3D imaging can be acquired with a high through-plane resolution, which facilitates

structure contouring in radiotherapy as there is less structural variation from slice to slice.

A substantial downside however, especially in abdominal imaging, is sensitivity to motion,

which causes blurring and ghosting artifacts.44 This can be a significant concern for MRgRT,

as blurred structures may hamper accurate delineation of the tumor and organs at risk (OAR).

In contrast to Cartesian MRI, radial sampling schemes are much less sensitive to motion

and might therefore reduce delineation uncertainty in the upper abdomen. Two examples of

motion-robust radial MRI sequences are PROPELLER (Periodically Rotated Overlapping

ParallEL Lines with Enhanced Reconstruction)45 and 3D Vane. PROPELLER, also known

as MultiVane or BLADE, acquires multiple partially overlapping strips of phase encoding

lines (so-called blades), each rotated around the center of k-space. In diagnostic radiology,

PROPELLER MRI is a popular sequence for motion-robust T2-weighted imaging of the

abdomen,46–49 but also when there is risk of bulk motion, like in the brain50–53 and pediatric

imaging.54,55 However, the application of PROPELLER in the radiotherapeutic setting has

as of yet not been investigated. In 3D Vane, k-space is sampled in a radial stack-of-stars

pattern. While this sequence cannot provide T2w contrast, it can acquire images in 3D

fashion, rather than as multiple 2D slices such as PROPELLER. This results in the same

high through-plane resolution as in conventional 3D Cartesian sequences.

This study qualitatively and quantitatively investigated the feasibility of employing radial

MRI sequences, specifically PROPELLER and 3D Vane, for online contour adaptation during

25
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MR-guided radiotherapy of pancreatic tumors.

2.2. Materials & Methods

2.2.1. Patients material

Twelve consecutive patients that underwent MRgRT for pancreatic tumors between January

and June 2022 were included. Patients provided informed consent through the prospective

Multi-OutcoMe EvaluatioN of radiation Therapy Using the MR-Linac (MOMENTUM) study

(NCT04075305). A summary of the patient characteristics is shown in supplementary Table

S1.

All patients were treated with a hypofractionated stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT)

regimen (five fractions of 8 Gy) on an Elekta Unity (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) MR-

Linac, a 7 MV linear accelerator combined with a 1.5 T wide bore MRI scanner. During

treatment, abdominal compression was applied with a custom fitted Neofrakt abdominal

corset (Spronken Orthopedie NV, Genk, Belgium) to mitigate intrafraction motion.33

2.2.2. Imaging

For each patient, three imaging sequences were acquired during a MRgRT treatment fraction:

a multi-slice 2D (M2D), T2w PROPELLER scan, a 3D Vane scan and a Cartesian 3D T2w

scan. Imaging was performed using the standard clinical 8-channel receive coil array of the

Elekta Unity system. The PROPELLER scan was acquired with a k-space coverage of 318%,

as set by the Multivane percentage parameter (500%) in the 1.5T Philips MR system of

the MR-Linac used in this study. Echo time (TE) and repetition time (TR) were 130 and

3000 ms. SENSE undersampling with factor 4 was employed to result in a total scan time

of three minutes and 30 seconds.

The 3D Vane scan was acquired as a balanced gradient echo stack-of-stars sequence, with

Cartesian ordering in the kz direction. Here, TE and TR were 2.4 and 4.9 ms, and total

imaging time was four minutes and 45 seconds. The 3D T2w scan was a turbo spin echo

(TSE) sequence with TE/TR of 124/1300 ms, and total imaging time of four minutes and

four seconds. More details on the imaging sequence parameters are given in Table 2.1.

2.2.3. Qualitative analysis

All scans were analyzed by three experts specialized in upper abdominal (MR-guided)

radiotherapy: two radiation oncologists (SvdV, 9 years of experience and MPWI, 14 years of
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Table 2.1.: Sequence parameters. TSE, turbo spin echo; bTFE, balanced turbo field echo; FOV, field of
view; TE, echo time; TR, repetition time; FA, flip angle; BW, bandwidth.

3D T2w M2D PROPELLER 3D Vane

Scanning technique TSE TSE bTFE

FOV (mm3) 451 x 451 x 220 420 x 420 x 210 450 x 450 x 150

Voxel size (mm2) 0.64 x 0.64 0.58 x 0.58 0.62 x 0.62

Slice thickness (mm) 2.0 3.6 3.0

TE/TR (ms) 124/1300 130/3000 2.4/4.9

FA (◦) 90 90 50

Echo train length 100 45 n/a

Readout BW (Hz/pixel) 820 352 718

Total scan time (min:sec) 4:04 3:30 4:45

experience) and one radiation oncology resident (JKvV, 4 years of experience). Per patient,

the observers were asked to independently rank the three scans in order of preference for use

as main delineation scan in an online adaptive setting. Moreover, each scan was scored on

three aspects: 1) in-plane tumor delimitability, i.e. the ability to differentiate and delineate

the tumor border; 2) in-plane OAR delimitability, i.e. the ability to differentiate and delineate

the borders of the critical OAR (e.g. duodenum, small bowel, stomach); 3) the level of image

artifacts in the area in and around the tumor. These aspects were scored on a five-point

scale, from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). Concrete examples of criteria for the different scores are

in supplementary Table S2.

2.2.4. Quantitative analysis

Gradient entropy is a quasi-objective image quality metric specifically related to motion

artifacts.56 Entropy is used here in the context of information theory. Gradient entropy

postulates that an ideal image consists of areas of uniform gray values, separated by sharp

edges. For such an image, the entropy of its gradient image is lower than for an image with

blurry edges. Out of 24 metrics, gradient entropy was found to have the highest correlation

with expert-based image quality scores.56 The gradient entropy H of a 3D image is defined

as:

H = −
∑
i,j,k

gi,j,k log2(gi,j,k) (2.1)
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With gi,j,k the voxel values of the normalized gradient magnitude image:

gi,j,k =
|mi,j,k ∗ k|∑
i,j,k |mi,j,k ∗ k|

+ ε (2.2)

With mi,j,k the gray values of the 3D image, k a 3-by-3-by-3 gradient kernel, and ∗ the

convolution operator. ε is a small constant to avoid taking the logarithm of 0. Formally, H

is expressed in the unit bits. The gradient entropy was calculated for all patient scans.

Aside from delineation uncertainty due to blurring, the asymmetry of a patient’s breathing

pattern might lead to a change in the tumor’s apparent position in the image. For ungated

radiotherapy in free breathing, the delineated position of a moving tumor should correspond to

the time-weighted average position during the respiratory cycle, also known as the midposition

strategy.57 Recently, Bertelsen et al. investigated the apparent position of a mobile target

for 3D T2w sequences in a phantom study, under different breathing conditions.58 Based on

their analysis, we extended this investigation to the PROPELLER and 3D Vane sequences.

Motion was simulated using the Quasar MRI 4D motion phantom (Modus Medical Devices,

Ontario, Canada), an MRI-compatible phantom containing a mobile cylinder with a 30 mm

sphere at the center. Both the sphere and the cylinder were filled with water, and the sphere

was doped with MnCl2 for a hypointense contrast with its surroundings. The cylinder was

programmed to move with a cos6 function, with a period of 5 seconds, and an amplitude of

5 mm, 10 mm or 15 mm. For each amplitude, the function was offset with its average value

to ensure the midposition of the target corresponds to its static position. The phantom was

placed in the MR-Linac with the direction of motion parallel with the z-axis, i.e. the slice

direction of the imaging sequences. As with the other experiments, the sequence parameters

were kept identical to the patient acquisitions. For each sequence, the phantom was scanned

in static position, and with the phantom in motion with the three different amplitudes.

The target was automatically segmented in a single coronal slice of each image by k-means

clustering with three clusters. As the target was always roughly in the center of the image,

the cluster of the central voxel was assigned as the target segmentation, resulting in a binary

mask of the target. To obtain a mask shape more reminiscent of human contouring, rough

edges of the mask were smoothed by means of Gaussian filtering (σ = 2) and rebinarizing.

The z-component of the mask’s center of mass (COM) was extracted and compared to the

static configuration, to quantify the offset of the target position as a result of motion.
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Figure 2.1.: The qualitative analysis results. a) The proportions of first, second and third preferences given
out by the observers for each scan over all patients. b) The average scores for tumor/OAR delimitability and
artifacts for each sequence. Significance markers indicate p-values below 0.05 (*) and 0.001 (**).

2.2.5. Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were performed for the results of COM offset and observer preference.

Differences between the gradient entropy and observer scores for tumor delimitability, OAR

delimitability and artifacts were determined using the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)

test and Tukey post hoc test (p < 0.05) in Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)

version 25 (IBM, Armonk, NY).

2.3. Results

2.3.1. Qualitative analysis

Over the three observers, the 3D T2w was in (rounded to the nearest percentage) 42% of the

cases selected as the first preference, PROPELLER in 56%, and 3D Vane in 3% (Fig. 2.1a).

In general, the PROPELLER images had sharper edges and improved visual definition of

OARs (Fig. 2.2).

It was noted that in some PROPELLER scans, there was a large interslice variability in

respiratory phase, causing structures to vary in position between slices. In two patients, the

observers noted that this variability was so severe that it would have critically impeded the

delineation process. This was the most commonly cited reason why the 3D T2w scan was

preferred above the PROPELLER scan, even if the PROPELLER scan was still of superior

in-plane quality. Remarkable was that this interslice variability effect seemed very pronounced

in some patients, but barely present in others (Fig. 2.3). The 3D Vane was indicated to
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Figure 2.2.: Two example cases of 3D T2w, PROPELLER, and 3D Vane scans. The GTV contour is
shown in red. a) A case where there was good agreement between the observers on the preference of the
PROPELLER over the 3D T2w scan; b) A case where there was no clear agreement over the preference
between PROPELLER and 3D T2w. The 3D Vane scan was selected as least preferred in both cases.

be least preferred in 92% of the cases, with the most commonly cited reasons being the

unconventional contrast of this sequence, and no contrast between tumor and healthy tissue.

The mean (SD) scores (higher is better) for tumor delimitability, OAR delimitability, and

artifacts were: 3D T2w: 3.0 (0.8), 3.0 (0.8), 3.3 (1.0); PROPELLER: 3.4 (0.9), 3.5 (0.8),

3.4 (0.8); 3D Vane: 2.1 (1.0), 2.6 (1.2), 3.8 (0.8) (Fig. 2.1b). Tumor delimitability scores

were significantly higher in both the 3D T2w scans and the PROPELLER scans compared

to the 3D Vane scans (both p < 0.001), but PROPELLER was not scored significantly

higher than 3D T2w (p = 0.122). OAR delimitability was scored significantly higher in

the PROPELLER scans than in the 3D T2w scans (p = 0.050) and in the 3D Vane scans

(p < 0.001). The observers noted that the scoring for tumor and OAR delimitability was

often highly correlated, as both scores reflect the ability to distinct tumor from OARs.

2.3.2. Quantitative analysis

The mean (SD) gradient entropy in bits for each sequence was: 3D T2w: 23.7 (0.3);

PROPELLER: 22.9 (0.3); 3D Vane: 22.6 (0.3). Again, a lower gradient entropy signifies

an image with sharper boundaries between structures. The gradient entropy in the 3D T2w
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Figure 2.3.: Two example cases of 3D T2w, PROPELLER, and 3D Vane scans in the sagittal plane, where
the interslice variability of the PROPELLER scans is demonstrated. The GTV contour is shown in red. a) A
case with low interslice variability in the PROPELLER scans; b) A case with high interslice variability.

scans was significantly higher than in the other two sequences (both p < 0.001).

The center of mass offsets, relative to the midposition, are given in Fig. 2.4 as a function of

motion amplitude. The acquired images, target segmentations and COM positions are given

in supplementary Fig. S1. In all sequences, the center of mass of the segmented target

showed a trend towards the exhale position as the motion amplitude increased past 10 mm.

At 5 mm amplitude, there was no noticeable difference with a static scans. At 10 and 15

mm, the target offset was larger in the PROPELLER scan than in the 3D sequences. The

amount of motion blurring also increased in the 3D sequences with larger amplitudes, but in

the PROPELLER scans a discrete copy of the target appeared at approximately the inhale

level.

2.4. Discussion

This study investigated the use of two motion-robust, radial MRI sequences, PROPELLER

and 3D Vane, as primary delineation scan during online adaptive MR-guided radiotherapy of

pancreatic tumors. In both the qualitative and quantitative sense, the PROPELLER images
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Figure 2.4.: The target segmentations’ center of mass offset with respect to the midposition, as a function
of phantom motion amplitude, for the four different scans. A positive value is towards inhale, a negative
value is towards exhale.

were at least on par with the conventionally used 3D T2w scans. The PROPELLER scans

presented with substantially less motion blur, but could suffer from more interslice variation

compared to the 3D T2w scans. While the 3D Vane scans were unequivocally deemed not

suitable as main delineation scan, the unconventional contrast might still aid delineation as

auxiliary imaging, comparable to diffusion weighted imaging.

Since the advent of MRgRT, 3D Cartesian sequences have been standard delineation scans

for daily treatment delineation and adaptation on 1.5 T systems, because of their high

geometric fidelity, hardware compatibility, and predictable image artifacts. One should realize,

however, that one of the main goals of MRgRT has always been increasing target definition

accuracy, in order to safely increase target dose. In the MRgRT workflow, the uncertainty in

delineation plays an increasingly important role as other geometrical errors from inter- and

intrafraction motion get reduced. Due to the online adaptive setting, there is an additional

time pressure for the physician to recognize and delineate the tumor and OARs. A large part

of on-table time during MRgRT is taken up by contouring, especially in the upper abdomen

where tumor morphology can be complex and with a large number of OARs to delineate;

centers commonly report around 15 minutes for contouring.14,24–26 Image quality therefore

plays a crucial part in the workflow. Moreover, going by the lack of publications on this
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subject, we believe that the MRgRT community should explore more deeply the versatile

toolbox that MRI can offer to improve visual image quality. Further investigation should

also focus on the influence of image quality on interobserver delineation variability, ideally

while simulating the online adaptive setting. Because this is not trivial to reliably achieve

with multiple observers, assessing contouring performance was considered beyond the scope

of this study.

The large interslice variability in the PROPELLER scans that was present in some patients

(Fig. 2.3) could be expected in a multi-2D scan, where each slice is acquired with an

independent excitation and readout. This variability is probably amplified by the relatively

large slice thickness compared to the 3D sequences. In this study, intrafraction motion (a

probable cause of interslice variability) was already mitigated using abdominal compression

to reduce tumor motion during irradiation. However, in patients where the interslice vari-

ability was especially noticeable, the observers unilaterally preferred the 3D T2w over the

PROPELLER scans. This suggests that additional measures might have to be taken to

further mitigate this variability. One solution would be to acquire PROPELLER images with

respiratory triggering, causing each slice to be acquired in the exhale state, but this would

also introduce a positional offset in the delineations which, again, should ideally be positioned

at midposition. Future real-time motion monitoring solutions during beam-on might correct

for positional bias, by translating the contours based on motion measured in cine MRI.

However, a triggered sequence will also prolong acquisition time. Therefore, a more viable

solution might be optimizing sequence parameters like slice acquisition order and TSE shot

length, in order to reduce the probability that slices are acquired in different respiratory phases.

Regarding the quantitative analysis, the gradient entropy measurements confirm that PRO-

PELLER MRI produces images with sharper edges compared to 3D T2w MRI. Interestingly,

the 3D Vane images had the lowest gradient entropy of all four sequences. This could

be due to the characteristic phase cancellation artifact at tissue boundaries where voxels

contain an equal amount of water and fat.59,60 This artifact, inherent to gradient echo

sequences, results in a dark outline between different tissues, and thus a very sharp and local

gradient in voxel intensity. In clinical practice, this might improve delineation accuracy in

places where tissue boundaries are less visible in the primary T2w scan. This property, and

also considering the fact that 3D Vane was scored highest in terms of artifacts (Fig. 2.1),

suggests that even though it deemed unsuitable as primary delineation scan, 3D Vane may

still have a substantial clinical value in aiding the delineation process as auxiliary imaging.
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The findings of the phantom COM measurements echo the results from Bertelsen et al.,58

that a target’s apparent position shifts from the time-averaged position towards the median

position as motion amplitude increases (Fig. 2.4). The results in our study suggest that this

effect is more pronounced in the PROPELLER scans than in the 3D sequences. However,

it should be noted that the larger slice thickness creates an uncertainty in the exact COM

position, so the difference in the effect on motion in 2D and 3D sequences might not be

significant. In any case, these results emphasize the importance of mitigating respiratory

motion when treating pancreatic lesions, not only for dosimetric considerations but also for

image quality and positional accuracy. Abdominal compression, as applied in this study,

can be a simple but effective method to achieve this: we have previously reported typical

intrafraction tumor respiratory amplitudes between 5 to 10 mm peak-to-peak in similar

cohorts when using the same abdominal compression strategy as in this study.33,61

There are some technical hurdles that need to be addressed when clinically implementing

PROPELLER MRI in daily MRgRT. The most important consideration here is geometric

fidelity. In the current clinical systems, correction for nonlinearity of the spatial encoding

gradients is only performed in 2D (in-plane) for multislice 2D scans, while 3D scans are fully

corrected. This means that in reality, PROPELLER slices are warped in the through-plane

direction at further distances from the isocenter (>10 cm).59 These geometric inaccuracies

could lead to systematic, nontrivial dose errors if left uncorrected.62 This is one of the main

reasons that 3D sequences were chosen as the standard scans for MR-guided radiotherapy.

However, a geometric comparison between the 3D and PROPELLER sequences was pur-

posefully omitted in this study, because a 3D correction for multislice 2D scans is currently

only a software limitation. Gradient nonlinearities can be fully characterized using spherical

harmonics coefficients, which enable retrospective 3D correction of both multislice 2D and

3D images. This has been performed before on the Unity MR-Linac,62 and we expect that

this will become available in the standard clinical environment in the future.

To conclude, PROPELLER MRI may be a superior imaging sequence for MRgRT of pan-

creatic tumors. The PROPELLER sequence produces noticeably sharper in-plane images

compared to the standard 3D T2w MRIs. This improved image quality might facilitate and

thereby accelerate the online treatment adaptation process, while also reducing delineation

uncertainty. However, further sequence optimization before clinical implementation is war-

ranted, to prevent large interslice variation and ensure geometric fidelity.
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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose – Treatment planning for MR-guided stereotactic body radiother-

apy (SBRT) for pancreatic tumors can be challenging, and as such there is a wide variation

of protocols and practices around the world. This study aimed to harmonize treatment

planning by developing a consensus planning protocol for five-fraction MR-guided pancreas

SBRT on a 1.5 T MR-Linac.

Materials and methods – A worldwide consortium was founded of thirteen centers that

were treating or were planning to treat pancreatic tumors on a 1.5 T MR-Linac. A planning

exercise was conducted in which centers were asked to create treatment plans for two cases

of locally advanced pancreatic cancer with different anatomical complexities. The formation

of a consensus protocol consisted of three phases. Each phase was followed by a consensus

meeting where the instructions for the next phase were determined based on the results of

the previous phase. After three phases, a consensus protocol was reached.

Results – In the benchmarking phase (phase I), substantial variation between the five-

fraction SBRT protocols became apparent (for example, the gross tumor volume (GTV)

D99% ranged between 36.8 – 53.7 Gy for case 1, 22.6 – 35.5 Gy for case 2). The next

phase involved planning according to the same basic dosimetric objectives, constraints, and

planning margins (phase II), which led to a large degree of harmonization (GTV D99% range:

47.9 - 53.6 Gy for case 1, 33.9 - 36.6 Gy for case 2). The final consensus protocol was

formulated in a template for the treatment planning system, and this template was used for

treatment planning in phase III. This not only resulted in further dosimetric harmonization

(GTV D99% range: 48.2 - 50.9 Gy for case 1, 33.5 - 36.0 Gy for case 2) but also in less

variation of estimated treatment delivery times/monitor units.

Conclusion – A global consensus protocol has been developed for treatment planning

for MR-guided pancreatic SBRT on a 1.5 T MR-Linac. Aside from harmonizing the

large variation in the current clinical practice, this protocol can provide a starting point or

road map for centers that are planning to treat pancreatic tumors on 1.5 T MR-Linac systems.
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3.1. Introduction

MR-guided stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) has been established as a novel and

promising therapy for pancreatic tumors. Early clinical outcomes demonstrated that stereo-

tactic treatment with prescribed doses of up to 50 Gy in five fractions (equivalent to a

biologically effective dose for α/β = 10 (BED10) of 100 Gy) can safely be delivered while

maintaining low acute toxicity rates.15,17,18,40,43,63

These high dose levels in a complex anatomical region make SBRT treatment planning

for pancreatic tumors a complex task. There are currently notable differences between

documented institutional protocols with regards to prescribed dose, organ at risk (OAR)

constraints and safety margins, see Table 3.1.14–17,25,41,42,64–68 However, even if these

descriptions are identical in two institutions, there can still be nontrivial differences in

treatment plans due to the fact that target coverage is sometimes compromised in favor

of the strict dosimetric constraints of abutting radiosensitive digestive, biliary, and vascular

structures.22,69 This means that additional clinical and technical variables influence the dose

distribution outside the usual dosimetric considerations. Moreover, there is a wide range of

expertise levels in centers that treat pancreatic tumors with MR-guided SBRT, mainly due

to the dispersed and still ongoing adoption of MR-Linac systems around the world. This lack

of a consensus planning protocol increases the risk of suboptimal treatment delivery and

may hinder proper evaluation of the added value of MR-guided SBRT in these patient groups.

To address this issue, a consortium of centers with a 1.5 T MR-Linac was founded, with

the aim to create a harmonized treatment planning protocol for five-fraction MR-guided

SBRT for pancreatic cancer. The consortium comprised thirteen centers across North

America, Europe, and Australia that are treating or planning to treat pancreatic cancer with

MR-guided SBRT, with considerable differences in relevant experience. This work reports

the outcome of this collaboration, which is a consensus protocol for treatment planning for

pancreatic tumors on the 1.5 T MR-Linac.

3.2. Materials & Methods

3.2.1. Planning and evaluation process

To reach a consensus, an iterative planning exercise was designed in which each center was

asked to create a clinically acceptable treatment plan for two example cases, according to a

set of instructions that became more prescriptive in each phase. Treatment planning was
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Table 3.1.: Existing treatment planning protocols for MR-guided SBRT for pancreatic cancer, as reported in
various studies. Prescribed dose is given as # fractions x fraction dose. OAR, organ at risk; GTV, gross
tumor volume; PTV, planning target volume; dd, duodenum; st, stomach; sb, small bowel; c, colon.

Prescribed
dose (Gy)

OAR constraints1 GTV-PTV
margin (mm)

Bohoudi et al.41 5x8 Gy D1cc < 33 Gy; D20cc <
25 Gy

3 mm

Chuong et al.67 5x10 Gy D0.03cc < 40 Gy;
D0.5cc < 35 Gy (dd, st,
sb)
D0.03cc < 43 Gy;
D0.5cc < 38 Gy (c)

3 mm

Daamen et al.14 5x8 Gy D0.5cc < 35 Gy;
D10cc < 25 Gy (dd, st,
sb)
D0.5cc < 32 Gy (c)

3 mm

Hassanzadeh et al.16 5x10 Gy D0.5cc < 36 Gy 5 mm

Henke et al.64 5x10 Gy D0.5cc < 35 Gy (dd, c)
D0.5cc < 33 Gy (st)
D0.5cc < 30 Gy (sb)

5 mm

Koay et al.65 5x10 Gy D0.5cc < 40 Gy; D1cc <
35 Gy; D2cc < 30 Gy

5 mm

Parikh et al.17 5x10 Gy D0.5cc < 33 Gy 3 mm

Placidi et al.42 5x6-8 Gy Not reported 3 mm

Rudra et al.15 5x10 Gy Multiple (multi-center) 3 mm

Stanescu et al.25 5x6-8 Gy Not reported 5 mm

Tyagi et al.66 5x10 Gy D0.035cc < 33 Gy;
D5cc < 25 Gy (dd, st,
sb)
D0.035cc < 33 Gy;
D5cc < 30 Gy (c)

5 mm

Yoon et al.68 Multiple D0.5cc < 35 Gy 5 mm

1 Confined to the reported constraints for duodenum (dd), stomach (st), small bowel (sb) and

colon (c)
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performed in Monaco v5.51.10/v5.51.11, the treatment planning software (TPS) of the 1.5

T MR-Linac (Elekta Unity, Elekta AB, Sweden). The centers performed treatment planning

independently, and were not able to view each other’s results during planning.

The central element for reaching a consensus was the joint evaluation and discussion that

followed each planning exercise, in which the instructions for the next phase were deter-

mined. These evaluation sessions were attended by physicists, clinicians, and radiotherapy

technologists (RTTs) from each center. These discussions were centered around the results

from previous studies, clinical experiences, and current protocols of individual centers. This

iterative plan – evaluate cycle was repeated until a consensus protocol was reached.

After the first phase, the estimated delivery times of the treatment plans were also taken

into consideration during the discussions. As surrogate for estimated delivery time, the

number of monitor units (MUs) reported by the TPS was used. Due to the slightly different

calibration setups used between centers, the reported MUs were normalized to the standard

reference setup of 1 MU = 1 cGy measured at source-axis distance (SAD) of 143.5 cm, in

10 cm of water, with a field size of 10x10 cm2.

After consensus was reached, harmonization was also evaluated statistically by performing

Bartlett’s test for homogeneity of variances between critical dose-volume histogram (DVH)

parameters calculated in the treatment plans of the final phase and treatment plans of the

initial phase. A statistically significant difference in variance was defined as p < 0.05.

3.2.2. Case data

All participating centers were sent the same two anonymized data sets, reflecting two cases

of locally advanced pancreatic cancer. Case 1 was a 62-year-old male with at least 10

mm distance between the tumor and the nearest luminal organs. This case was therefore

considered to be favorable for radiotherapy planning (Fig. 3.1a). Case 2 was a 71-year-old

female with the tumor abutting both the duodenum and small bowel along a considerable

surface area, making this case less favorable (Fig. 3.1b).

Each data set consisted of a mid-ventilation CT (corresponding to the 20% phase of a

4DCT) and a structure set containing the gross tumor volume (GTV) and OARs. Treatment

planning was performed on the CT scan to bypass differences in electron density conver-

sion protocols. Centers were not allowed to edit existing OAR and target contours in the

structure set, but were in phases I and II allowed to create custom planning target volume

(PTV) and other margin structures (e.g. planning organ at risk volumes (PRVs)) and

delineate additional OARs . To aid in this, auxiliary imaging was provided in the form of the

complete 4DCT, arterial and portal phase contrast-enhanced CTs and a 3D T2-weighted MRI.
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Figure 3.1.: 3D T2w MRI data of case 1 (a) and case 2 (b), on which the planning contours are projected
(red = GTV, cyan = duodenum, green = small bowel). Note that not all contours are shown and that
treatment planning itself was performed on a CT dataset.

3.3. Results

After three phases of planning and evaluation, a consensus protocol was reached within the

consortium. The instructions for the three planning phases were as follows:

Phase I: Create a treatment plan according to the native five-fraction SBRT protocol of

each center. This included the local dose prescription, OAR constraints, PTV/PRV margins,

beam configuration, et cetera.

Phase II: Create a treatment plan adhering to the same consensus-based dose prescription,

DVH constraints/objectives for the GTV, PTV, and most critical OARs, and PTV margin.

Phase III: Create a treatment plan using the same consensus-based template for the TPS. The

TPS template not only contained the exact DVH constraints and objectives, but also dictated

the specific cost function(s) for each planning structure, beam configuration, and sequencing

parameters such as maximum amount of segments and minimum segment area. Treatment

planning optimization was only allowed by modifying a fixed set of parameters of the preset

cost functions. Modification of the structures, margins, and DVH constraints was not allowed.

The dosimetric results from the three planning phases are summarized in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3,
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Figure 3.2.: Dose-volume histograms (DVHs) of the GTV (red) and duodenum (cyan) from all thirteen
centers. The DVHs are extracted from the treatment plans of case 1 (top row) and case 2 (bottom row), as
created in phases I-III (columns).

where Fig. 3.2 contains the individual DVHs of the GTV and duodenum from all centers,

and Fig. 3.3 contains boxplots of DVH parameters of the GTV (D99%, D90%, D50%, D1%),

duodenum, small bowel, and stomach (all D0.5cc). The individual dose distributions from all

centers are shown in Fig. 3.4 for phase I, and supplementary Figs. S1 and S2 for phases II

and III.

The sections below contain a detailed description of the instructions, outcomes, and discussion

of each phase.

3.3.1. Phase I

There was a considerable variation in the baseline practice among the consortium members,

see Fig. 3.4 for all individual dose plans for case 1 and case 2. The main difference between the

treatment protocols was the prescribed dose for the five-fraction protocol. The prescriptions

were 5x7 Gy (n=1), 5x8 Gy (n=6), 5x9 Gy (n=4), and 5x10 Gy (n=5). For case 1, all

centers were able to reach an acceptable level of target coverage as per the center-specific

protocol, with the median (range) GTV D99% = 44.0 Gy (36.8 – 53.7 Gy). This proved

more challenging for case 2 due to the unfavorable anatomy, with the median (range) GTV

D99% = 33.1 Gy (22.6 – 35.5 Gy). In this case, the loss in target coverage to adhere
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Figure 3.3.: Boxplots of the distribution of the most critical DVH parameters of the GTV, duodenum, small
bowel and stomach, in phases I-III. The whiskers of the boxplot extend to the minimum and maximum of
the values not considered outliers (values further than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box). The
outliers are indicated by the red plus signs.

to the duodenum and small bowel constraint was also different between centers. As an

illustration of the variance in OAR doses, the median (range) duodenum D0.5cc was 24.0

Gy (15.7 - 29.8 Gy) for case 1, and 32.8 Gy (22.5 - 36.1 Gy) for case 2. Most centers

created a dose gradient within the GTV boundaries. Differences in gradient steepness and

its distance to the nearest OAR boundaries demonstrated different levels of conservative

planning, and one center scaled down the prescribed tumor dose for case 2 from 5x8 Gy to

5x6 Gy. Further differences were visible in dose homogeneity and conformity within the GTV

(judged qualitatively), and high dose spillage outside the GTV into unspecified tissue.

Outside the dosimetric characteristics, the main noteworthy differences between protocols

were the number of beams (range 8 - 19), PTV margins (range 3-5 mm), the exact definition

of PTV objective criterion (in terms of minimum dose to minimum volume), and the use

and size of planning organ at risk volume (PRV) and/or subtractive PTVs, meaning the

PTV is locally shrunk to maintain a certain minimum distance to the nearest OAR. However,

agreement was found on the use of abdominal compression, which was used by almost every

center for passive mitigation of respiratory motion.
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Figure 3.4.: The dose distributions for a) case 1 and b) case 2 from all thirteen centers in phase I (variation
in baseline practice). Red = GTV, cyan = duodenum.

3.3.2. Phase II

Considering the results from phase I, the consortium agreed on a basic set of goals and

constraints to use for planning in phase II. It was decided to set a prescription dose of

5x10 Gy (GTV V100% > 99%), motivated by this dose level already being the standard in

five centers and the favorable clinical outcomes reported in earlier studies.15,17 Consensus

was also found in the OAR constraints for the critical luminal organs, with D0.5cc < 35

Gy for the duodenum, stomach, and colon, and D1cc < 40 Gy for the small bowel. The

more permissive constraint for the small bowel was motivated by the higher organ motility

compared to e.g. the duodenum, and therefore a larger probability that the dose hot spot in

the small bowel is in a different location from day to day. At tumor dose levels beyond 50 Gy,

a constraint for the aorta, inferior vena cava, superior mesenteric artery, and celiac trunk of
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D0.1cc ¡ 53 Gy was agreed upon. Furthermore, a GTV to PTV margin of 2 mm was chosen,

anticipating the upcoming implementation of active motion management functionalities

(gating and baseline drift correction) on the high-field MR-Linac.37 PRVs were abandoned

too for this reason, also motivated by the online adaptive treatment, and improved healthy

tissue visibility compared to conventional (cone-beam CT-guided) radiotherapy. Finally,

there was agreement to maximize the integral dose to the GTV within the above constraints.

The above instructions resulted in a substantial harmonization of treatment plans, with the

median (range) GTV D99% = 52.1 Gy (47.9 - 53.6 Gy) for case 1, and 35.4 Gy (33.9 - 36.6

Gy) for case 2 (Fig. 3.3). All OAR constraints were respected; the median (range) duodenum

D0.5cc was 26.2 Gy (20.1 - 31.7 Gy) for case 1, and 34.6 Gy (33.3 - 34.8 Gy) for case 2.

The instruction to maximize the integral dose (without setting limits to the maximum dose)

resulted in a much steeper dose gradient within the GTV, although deviations between plans

became apparent in the median dose (D50% range 51.1 - 61.9 Gy for case 1, 49.8 - 59.5 Gy

for case 2) and maximum dose (D1% range 52.8 - 70.8 Gy for case 1, 52.0 - 68.9 Gy for

case 2).

As a surrogate for treatment delivery time, the number of MUs for each plan was also

evaluated for each treatment plan. Here, a considerable variation between centers was

apparent, with the median (range) MUs were 2755 (1646 - 4057) for case 1, and 3578 (2146

- 4873) for case 2.

3.3.3. Phase III

Following the harmonization of the most critical DVH parameters in phase II, the consortium

adopted those planning constraints as part of the consensus protocol. One exception was

the small bowel constraint of D1cc < 40 Gy, which multiple centers deemed too permissive

compared to existing protocols and literature. As such, the constraint was changed to

D0.5cc < 40 Gy.

For phase III, a TPS template was created in which the agreed upon DVH parameters were

set as planning constraints. The remaining technical settings within the template (cost

functions, beam setup, sequencing parameters) were a selection of the most frequently

used settings by the centers in the consortium, weighted by center experience. The tem-

plate was distributed as a file set which centers were able to import into the TPS for phase III.

All centers were able to successfully create treatment plans using the consensus template.

All but three centers deemed the resulting treatment plan clinically acceptable, with three
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centers citing that the abandoning of PRV would not be acceptable for current clinical

use. Moreover, one of these centers cited an unacceptably high maximum dose within

the GTV compared to their current practice. The DVHs (Fig. 3.2) and DVH parameters

(Fig. 3.3) showed further harmonization of the treatment plans, with the median (range)

GTV D99% = 50.5 Gy (48.2 - 50.9 Gy) for case 1, and 35.6 Gy (33.5 - 36.0 Gy) for case

2. There was also a decreased spread in the median dose (D50% range 54.8 - 59.5 Gy for

case 1, 53.3 - 61.9 Gy for case 2). Although the maximum dose was overall increased,

the spread did not become smaller compared to phase II (D1% range 60.5 - 68.0 Gy for

case 1, 61.5 - 78.0 Gy for case 2). For the duodenum D0.5cc, the median (range) was

26.1 Gy (23.2 - 30.1 Gy) for case 1, and 34.5 Gy (32.3 - 34.6 Gy) for case 2. A statistical

comparison between the DVH parameter variance of phase III showed a significantly reduced

variation compared to phase I (p < 0.05) in all GTV parameters for case 1, and all GTV

parameters except D1% and OAR D0.5cc for case 2. The detailed results of the statistical

analysis are given in supplementary Table S1. The range in estimated MU count needed

to deliver the treatments was also modestly decreased compared to phase II, with the

median (range) MUs being 2398 (1979 - 2973) for case 1 and 3543 (3049 - 4551) for case

2. Finally, there was also harmonization observed in the isodose volumes (not confined to

dose within a specific tissue or structure) of the treatment plans (see supplementary Fig. S3).

The final consensus protocol is summarized in Table 3.2. A detailed description of the

technical parameters of the final consensus template is given in supplementary Table S2. The

files to import the template directly in Monaco are available online through the following public

download link: https://surfdrive.surf.nl/files/index.php/s/XxArrdkTk2sW4ru.

3.4. Discussion

Current clinical practices for MR-guided pancreas SBRT vary considerably between centers

around the world. A consensus planning protocol has been developed for treating pancreatic

tumors with MR-guided SBRT, reflecting a worldwide collaboration between thirteen 1.5 T

MR-Linac users. Apart from the consensus protocol presented here, the discussions were

considered especially fruitful across the whole consortium. The collective sharing, comparing,

and benchmarking of treatment plans, protocols, and clinical experience was an exceptionally

educational process for improving plan quality. With this work, we share these insights with

the MRgRT community and provide a road map or guide for centers that are starting out

with this complex treatment modality. As we found after phase II that treatments can largely
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Table 3.2.: Consensus protocol for five-fraction MR-guided SBRT for pancreas. Target objectives are subject
to concession if OAR constraints cannot be met. There is no specific maximum dose limit to the GTV.

Parameter Value

Prescription dose (#fractions x dose) 5x10 Gy

GTV V100% > 99%

PTV V95% > 95%

Duodenum, colon, stomach D0.5cc < 35 Gy

Small bowel D0.5cc < 40 Gy

Biliary duct D0.1cc < 50 Gy

Large vessels (aorta, inferior vena
cava)

D0.1cc < 53 Gy

Superior mesenteric artery D0.1cc < 53 Gy

Celiac trunk D0.1cc < 53 Gy

Kidneys Dmean < 10 Gy; D67% < 16.8 Gy

Spinal cord D0.1cc < 28 Gy

GTV-PTV margin 2 mm with active motion management

Number of beams 9 - 14

Number of segments As low as reasonably possible (lower
limit = 45)

Passive motion management Abdominal compression

Arms position Arms down

be harmonized when using the same set of DVH constraints, this consensus protocol can

easily be adopted by any MR-Linac center. We have made the consensus template available

for download. Centers may choose to adopt the complete template or parts thereof, or

simply investigate outside clinical practice for educational purposes.

There were two main recurring points of debate, i.e. the attempt to maximize the dose to

the GTV without considering any constraints here and the omission of PRVs. On these

points, the final consensus was less outspoken than for the other aspects of the protocol,

with three centers citing these omissions the reason they would not consider the resulting

treatment plans clinically acceptable. It should be noted that two of these centers added the

nuance that active motion management should at least be implemented before they would

consider planning without PRVs. Indeed, recent efforts with the newly developed gating
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system for the 1.5 T MR-Linac have shown promising results in terms of congruence of the

delivered and planned dose within the upper abdomen,37 which might change the future

perspective on the general need for PRVs.

Furthermore, constraints like D0.1cc < 120% for the PTV were part of conventional protocols

to both force a homogeneous dose distribution and limit high dose to healthy tissue within

the PTV. However, MR-guided radiotherapy has led to substantially smaller safety margins,

decreasing the amount of healthy tissue within the high dose region. In combination with

online motion management, and again anticipating active motion management, multiple

centers within the consortium abandoned these constraints (the same argument can be made

for the abandonment of PRVs). Moreover, the planning exercises in this study showed that

an unbounded maximum dose can increase the mean tumor dose in cases where complete

target coverage cannot be achieved. This might have a radiobiological advantage. On the

other hand, increasing the maximum dose might lead to more MUs needed for the treatment

plan. This was reflected in the relatively large range of MUs for case 2 after phase III (3049

- 4551), probably due to the large spread of GTV D1% for this case (61.5 - 78.0 Gy), which

was not reduced compared to phase II.

In this study, target and OAR delineations were already provided. Although all centers

noted that their delineation protocol is based on the SABR guidelines,70 it is known that

delineations of pancreatic tumors and surrounding OARs is subject to nontrivial interobserver

variation.71,72 This might contribute to further treatment plan differentiation in clinical prac-

tice. However, for the scope of this study, delineations were kept the same to make differences

in planning strategy more clearer between centers. This allowed us to come to a consensus

in pure terms of treatment planning protocol only. Further harmonization of treatment

should be focused on reducing interobserver variation, by creating consensus protocols for

e.g. delineation guidelines and online imaging for treatment adaptation. The iterative plan

- evaluation framework from this study could be very well be applied for these purposes as well.

The comparison between MUs in phases II and III lead to the valuable information that

even if two plans are dosimetrically very similar, the estimated delivery time can still be

very different. In the extreme case of our results (the case 1 MU range of 1979 - 2973), a

treatment plan from one center could take more than twice as long to deliver in another

center (assuming the same dose rate), which the latter center might find unacceptably

long. Sequencing parameters which influence the number of MUs for a plan are often not

exhaustively evaluated when centers design their treatment protocol, but we found that there

is substantial room for optimization without loss of plan quality. Because these settings
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are embedded in the TPS template, phase III ensured harmonized plan sequencing and

therefore the resulting MU range was smaller than in phase II. We should emphasize that

with phase III, the primary goal regarding delivery time was once again harmonization, and

not necessarily achieving the shortest delivery time possible. This study only involved two

example cases with different levels of dosimetric complexity, which is still the dominant factor

in the amount of MUs. We therefore cannot guarantee that using the consensus template

will lead to generalized optimal treatment times when adopted into clinical practice, but it

will at least mitigate inter-user variability in radiation delivery time. The robustness of the

template in an online setting can be evaluated in subsequent studies as the reference plan

only serves as a starting point for daily plan adaptation.

The OAR constraints in the final consensus protocol were based on collective experience,

and the lack of trial-based evidence for clinical safety might be an objection against adoption

of these constraints. However, there is a growing body of literature on clinical outcomes

after MR-guided SBRT for pancreas. The recent SMART trial used the same 5x10 Gy dose

prescription as our protocol, with very similar, albeit slightly more conservative constraints

for the GI organs (duodenum, small bowel, stomach, and colon D0.5cc < 33 Gy) and reported

no acute grade ≥ 3 toxicities that the authors deemed definitely related to treatment.17

Moreover, the constraints in our protocol are below those identified in two dosimetric

feasibility studies for dose escalated pancreas SBRT.65,73 We therefore consider these OAR

constraints to be safe for adoption into clinical practice. The consensus protocol is subject to

future refinement as the number of patients being treated on the 1.5 T MR-Linac increases

globally and long-term outcomes data become available. Since most centers within this

consortium are part of the prospective Multi-OutcoMe EvaluatioN of radiation Therapy

Using the MR-linac (MOMENTUM) study (NCT04075305),74 future clinical outcomes from

a large cohort can be easily collected from centers that decide to adopt this protocol.

3.5. Conclusion

A worldwide consortium of thirteen centers found a wide variation in treatment planning

protocols for pancreatic tumors with MR-guided SBRT on a 1.5 T MR-Linac. After multiple

rounds of internal discussions where protocols and treatment plans were compared, the

consortium has developed a collective consensus protocol for MR-guided pancreas SBRT.

Treatments can already be largely harmonized when the same basic set of DVH constraints

and objectives is used. Further harmonization of both treatment planning and delivery is
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possible with the consensus TPS template, which is now available for download for all 1.5 T

MR-Linac users.

Supplementary materials
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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose – Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) has been shown to

be a promising therapy for unresectable pancreatic tumors. However, intrafraction motion,

caused by respiratory motion and organ drift, is one of the main concerns for efficient dose

delivery in ungated upper abdominal radiotherapy. The aim of this study was to analyze the

intrafraction gross tumor volume (GTV) motion in a clinical cohort.

Materials and methods – We included 13 patients that underwent online adaptive magnetic

resonance (MR)-guided SBRT for malignancies in the pancreatic region (5×8 Gy). An

abdominal corset was fitted in order to reduce the abdominal respiratory motion. Coronal

and sagittal cine MRIs of the tumor region were made at 2 Hz during the entire beam-on

time of each fraction. We used deformable image registration to obtain GTV motion profiles

in all three directions, which were subsequently high-pass and low-pass filtered to isolate the

motion caused by respiratory motion and baseline drift, respectively.

Results – The mean (SD) respiratory amplitudes were 4.2 (1.9) mm cranio-caudal (CC), 2.3

(1.1) mm ventral-dorsal (AP) and 1.4 (0.6) mm left-right (LR), with low variability within

patients. The mean (SD) maximum baseline drifts were 1.2 (1.1) mm CC, 0.5 (0.4) mm

AP and 0.5 (0.3) mm LR. The mean (SD) minimum baseline drifts were -0.7 (0.5) mm CC,

-0.6 (0.5) mm AP and -0.5 (0.4) mm LR.

Conclusion – Overall tumor motion during treatment was small and interfractionally stable.

These findings show that high-precision ungated MR-guided SBRT is feasible with an ab-

dominal corset.
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4.1. Introduction

Pancreatic cancer is one of the most aggressive cancer types, with a median overall survival

rate of typically around 19 months. For non-metastatic unresectable tumors or isolated

local recurrences, prognosis is around 14-15 months.75,76 Stereotactic body radiotherapy

(SBRT) has been shown to be a promising therapy for these tumor types.40,77–79 The main

challenge in SBRT in the upper abdomen is avoiding the many radiosensitive gastro-intestinal

organs, such as the duodenum, small bowel, colon, stomach or post-resection anastomoses,

which often lie in close proximity to the gross tumor volume (GTV). The introduction of

magnetic resonance guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) allows for online plan adaptation based

on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) visualized anatomy at each fraction. The superior

soft tissue contrast of MRI, together with the capability for replanning at each fraction,

enables the delivery of higher biological effective doses in a lower number of fractions.41,42

However, intrafraction motion remains of concern for ablative treatments with SBRT. Early

studies on respiratory intrafraction motion have found GTV motion to be large with av-

erage cranio-caudal motion amplitudes of over 20 mm, and highly variable with standard

deviations of over 15 mm.27,28 Consequently, research has mainly been focused on gating

schemes16,80 or development of motion surrogate models.81,82 Alternatively, the use of

abdominal compression techniques during treatment, e.g. with an abdominal corset, can

reduce the respiratory motion in the abdominal area, thereby significantly reducing the

residual cranio-caudal motion in the upper abdominal structures.33

Besides respiratory motion, dosimetric inaccuracies can also be caused by gastro-intestinal

(GI) organs slowly drifting away from the planning position during treatment, for example

due to bowel peristalsis or muscle relaxation or tensioning. Previous research on abdominal

organ drifts during treatment has reported relatively small deviations of 1-4 mm from the

baseline.83,84 However, this type of motion is often assumed to be non-periodic and linear

causing a dose shift and may therefore be more of concern than periodic respiratory motion,

which only results in a blurring of the dose.

The aim of this study was to retrospectively analyze and characterize respiration and drift

motion patterns of pancreatic tumors in our currently treated patient population, across a

clinical cohort of 13 patients that underwent MRgRT.
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4.2. Materials & Methods

4.2.1. Patients

Thirteen patients with malignancies in the pancreatic region underwent online adaptive

MR-guided SBRT between February 2020 and September 2020. The cohort included seven

male and six female patients, with a median age of 64 years (range 40-76 years). Consecutive

informed consent was provided for registry in the prospective Multi-OutcoMe EvaluatioN

of radiation Therapy Using the MR-linac (MOMENTUM) study (NCT04075305), which

has been approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of the University Medical Center

Utrecht.

A summary of the patient and treatment characteristics is given in Table 4.1. Detailed

characteristics for the individual patients are given in supplementary Table A.

4.2.2. Image acquisition and treatment protocol

Before treatment, each patient was provided with a polyurethane Neofrakt abdominal corset

(Spronken Orthopedie NV, Genk, Belgium).33 This is a custom fitted corset that was molded

to the patient’s lumbar spine, directly after their first consult with the attending radiation

oncologist. The molding takes around 20 min. Two to three weeks prior to the start of

treatment, each patient underwent a planning and simulation session. First, the patient

underwent computed tomography (CT) scanning on a Philips Brilliance big bore CT scanner

(Philips BV, Best, the Netherlands), during which the corset was applied and fastened with

Velcro straps. The tightness of the straps was marked with a pen to ensure reproducibility.

Immediately afterwards, the patient was scanned on a 1.5 T Philips Ingenia MRI scanner

(Philips BV, Best, the Netherlands). During this session, a 3D T2-weighted (T2w) scan

(FOV: 451 × 451 × 220 mm, voxel size: 0.64 × 0.64 × 2.00 mm, TE/TR: 124/1300 ms,

FA: 90◦) was acquired, as well as gadolinium-enhanced coronal (FOV: 450 × 450 mm, voxel

size: 2.01 × 2.01 × 7.00 mm, TE/TR: 1.31/2.62 ms, FA: 50◦) and sagittal (FOV: 320 ×
320 mm, voxel size: 1.43 × 1.43 × 7.00 mm, TE/TR: 1.43/2.86 ms, FA: 50◦) bFFE cine

MRs during one minute at 2 Hz.

Treatment was carried out on the Elekta Unity (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) magnetic

resonance linear accelerator (MR-Linac), a 7 MV linear accelerator combined with a 1.5

T wide bore MRI. The SBRT treatment itself consisted of five fractions of 8 Gy, given

every other weekday. The protocol for each fraction was as follows. First, the patient was

positioned on the MR-Linac table on a custom fitted vacuum cushion, and secured with
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Table 4.1.: Patient and treatment characteristics.

n = 13 (%)
Sex

Male 7 (54)
Female 6 (46)

Age (years)
median (IQR) 64 (53 – 69)
range 40 – 76

Tumor volume (cm3)
GTV
median (IQR) 26 (15 – 62)
range 13 – 108

PTV
median (IQR) 49 (34 – 105)
range 25 – 159

Diagnosis
Pancreatic adenocarcinoma
Locally advanced 4 (31)
Locally recurrent 4 (31)

Cholangiocarcinoma
Locally recurrent 4 (31)

Adrenocortical carcinoma
Locally recurrent 1 (8)

Prior treatment
Surgery 9
Time prior to SBRT (months)
median (IQR) 15 (12 – 19)
range 9 – 25

the abdominal corset. Next, a 3D T2w scan was acquired. The GTV and organs at risk

(OAR) were contoured on this scan by the attending radiation oncologist. We employed

an isotropic GTV to planning target volume (PTV) margin of 3 mm. During contouring, a

position verification (PV) 3D T2w scan was made, to ensure no large position shifts had

occurred. After contouring, a 9–14 beam intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) plan was

generated and the treatment delivery was started after approval by the physician. During

the entire beam-on time, interleaved coronal and sagittal (FOV: 426 × 426 mm, voxel size:

1.06 × 1.06 × 7.00 mm, TE/TR: 1.37/2.73 ms, FA: 40◦) bFFE Cine MRs were acquired

at 2 Hz. The planes were centered on the GTV. Ultimately, once irradiation had been

completed, a final 3D T2w post scan was made to evaluate the 3D anatomy of the patient at

the end of the treatment session. An illustration of the treatment workflow is given in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1.: The workflow of the treatment protocol, with the average time elapsed in minutes at each step
of the online adaptive workflow.

4.2.3. Motion analysis

The continuous interleaved sagittal and coronal cine MRIs during the entire beam-on time

allowed for the extraction of high-temporal resolution 3D motion profiles of the GTV from

start to end of treatment.

All computations were performed in Matlab 2019a (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). As

non-rigid registration algorithm, we employed the GPU implementation of EVolution.85 The

dynamics within a set of cine MRIs were deformably registered to the 10th dynamic of that

set. The 10th dynamic was chosen to ensure sufficient contrast has been manifested for

successful image registration. Then, the GTV contour, as delineated on the pre 3D MRI, was

propagated onto the coronal and sagittal planes of the 10th dynamic. In case of the planning

cine MRIs, for which no direct delineation of that day was available, the contour of the first

fraction was used. The contour was manually translated to match the tumor position in the

image, and converted to a binary mask. From there, the deformation vector fields (DVFs)

from the image registration were used to warp the GTV masks from the 10th dynamic to all

other dynamics, creating a tumor delineation that moved along with the anatomy in 2D +

time in both the sagittal and coronal plane. We subsequently tracked the displacement of

the GTV centroid over time to obtain the motion profiles. The displacement position was

normalized to the average position of the first 30 s, which served as the reference starting
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position of the GTV during treatment. Cranio-caudal motion profiles were obtained from

both the coronal and sagittal cine MRIs, denoted as CCC and CCS respectively. Left-right

(LR) motion was obtained from the coronal plane and anterior-posterior (AP ) motion from

the sagittal plane.

Since the motion profiles contain signals from both respiratory and drift motion, both had

to be isolated to ensure reliable results. To analyze the respiratory motion, the raw motion

profiles were high-pass filtered with an elliptic infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. Visual

inspection of the average power spectrum of all motion profiles showed that the respiratory

frequency components were between 0.10 and 0.25 Hz (see supplementary material Fig. B).

From this, a cutoff frequency of 0.05 Hz was chosen for the high-pass filter, which should

be high enough to remove all low-frequency motion due to drift, but low enough to avoid

attenuation of the respiratory signal. The drift motion was obtained by low-pass filtering the

raw signal with a moving average filter with a sliding window of 50 samples, or 25 seconds.

The duration of cine MRIs from the simulation session was deemed too short to reliably

extract data on baseline drift, and only respiratory motion was analyzed for these sets.

In all four displacement directions, we calculated the respiratory amplitude Mresp as the

difference between the maximum and minimum value in the high-pass filtered signal, excluding

the top and bottom 5 percentiles to reduce sensitivity to outliers. The baseline drift extrema

Mdrift,min and Mdrift,max are calculated as the minimum and maximum values in the low-

pass filtered signal, respectively.

Since motion in the cranio-caudal direction was measured in both the coronal and sagittal

plane, we performed Bland-Altman analysis to assess the agreement between the two methods

of measurement for cranio-caudal respiration amplitude and minimum and maximum baseline

drift.

4.3. Results

4.3.1. Motion analysis

An example of the respiratory and drift motion decoupled from a raw CCC motion profile

is given in Fig. 4.2. The two frequency components were clearly visible in the raw motion

signal. The low-pass filtered respiratory motion had a stable equilibrium around the baseline,

with a peak-to-peak amplitude equal to the unfiltered signal. The high-pass filtered drift

motion lacked any high frequency oscillations and follows the average position of the raw

motion profile. These findings indicate a successful filtering strategy.
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Figure 4.2.: The first 100 seconds of an exemplary CCC motion signal that has been both high-pass and
low-pass filtered to obtain the isolated respiratory and drift motion. Note that the respiratory signal has a
stable equilibrium around y = 0, while its amplitude remains equal to the raw signal.

Respiratory motion

The mean (SD) respiratory amplitudes over all patients were 4.2 (1.9) mm CCC , 3.9 (1.7)

mm CCS , 2.3 (1.1) mm AP and 1.4 (0.6) mm LR (see Table 4.2). Overall, there was a

good agreement between the CC values extracted from the coronal and sagittal cine MRIs.

Bland-Altman analysis on the measurement differences between CCC and CCS yielded a

95% CI of -1.68 – 2.29 mm. The mean difference was 0.3 mm, indicating slightly higher

amplitude for the coronal cine MRIs (supplementary material Fig. C).

There was a large similarity of the respiration amplitude within individual patients for the

different fractions. For patients 01, 04, 06, 09 and 11, we observed that the respiratory

amplitude during the planning session was higher than during to the treatment fractions for

either the sagittal and/or coronal Cine MRI assessment.

Table 4.2.: Mean and SD of the respiratory amplitudes and minimum and maximum baseline drifts over all
patients and fractions.

Mresp Mdrift,min Mdrift,max

mean (SD) - mm mean (SD) - mm mean (SD) - mm

CCC 4.2 (1.9) -0.7 (0.5) 1.2 (1.1)

CCS 3.9 (1.7) -0.7 (0.5) 1.2 (1.0)

AP 2.3 (1.1) -0.6 (0.5) 0.5 (0.4)

LR 1.4 (0.6) -0.5 (0.4) 0.5 (0.3)
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Figure 4.3.: The peak-to-peak respiratory amplitudes, excluding the top and bottom 5th percentiles, for all
patients and all fractions.

There was a large similarity of the respiration amplitude within individual patients for the

different fractions. For patients 01, 04, 06, 09 and 11, we observed that the respiratory

amplitude during the planning session was higher than during to the treatment fractions for

either the sagittal and/or coronal cine MRI assessment.

Baseline drift

The mean (SD) minimum baseline drifts over all patients and fractions were -0.7 (0.5) mm

CCC , -0.7 (0.5) mm CCS , -0.6 (0.5) mm AP and -0.5 (0.4) mm LR. The mean (SD)

maximum baseline drifts were 1.2 (1.1) mm CCC , 1.2 (1.0) mm CCS , 0.5 (0.4) mm AP and

0.5 (0.3) mm LR. The minimum and maximum baseline drifts for all individual fractions are

plotted in Fig. 4.4. The displacements were generally the largest in cranio-caudal direction.

There was again a good agreement between CCC and CCS for most patients: for Mdrift,min,

the 95% CI of the CCC – CCS differences was -0.61 – 0.54 mm and for Mdrift,min, this

was -0.60 – 0.75 mm. In both cases, there was a negligible bias of -0.03 mm and 0.07 mm,

respectively (supplementary material Fig. C).

Overall, the values were smaller than the respiratory amplitudes. The patients with the
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Figure 4.4.: The maximum and minimum baseline drifts for all patients and all fractions. In each bar, the
top point indicates the maximum drift value and the bottom point indicates the minimum value.

largest differences between Mdrift,min and Mdrift,max, patients 04, 05, 06 and 09 were

characterized by a systematic unidirectional drift. In most of these patients where there was

a systematic drift observed, the tumor moved in the cranial direction. For patients with

smaller drifts, the absolute values for Mdrift,min and Mdrift,max were approximately similar

and generally within 2 mm.

4.4. Discussion

This study provided an analysis of pancreatic tumor motion during online MR-guided SBRT

for patients wearing an abdominal corset. In our cohort, respiratory amplitudes were small

and stable within patients. Drift motions were small as well, with no large GTV displacements

observed during the treatments. Wearing of the corset was tolerated well, and none of the

patients reported pain or other discomfort that urged loosening the corset.

Based on the van Herk margin recipe,29,30 the observed intrafraction motion would require

margins of 1.95 mm CC, 1.10 mm AP , and 0.60 mm LR to obtain adequate dose coverage

(supplementary material D). This is well below the 3 mm isotropic PTV margins used in this
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study. Moreover, these margins were less than 1.0 mm larger compared to the margins in a

complete static configuration. This substantiates our hypothesis that additional motion miti-

gation techniques (e.g gating or tracking) are of limited value when using an abdominal corset.

The respiratory displacements observed in this study are substantially smaller than early

literature, with mean cranio-caudal amplitudes of under 5 mm.27,28 We believe this can

mainly be attributed to the use of the abdominal corset. Remarkably, the original study on

this corset from Heerkens et al. also found higher motion amplitudes than in this study,

even with the corset employed (6.0 mm CCC , 5.6 mm CCS , 2.6 mm AP and 2.2 mm

LR).33 It should be noted that Heerkens et al. analyzed the amplitudes of the raw motion

profiles without decoupling respiration and drift, resulting in larger values. Secondly, the

authors excluded the top and bottom 2.5% of the values, while our study excluded the top

and bottom 5%. Thirdly, both our study and Heerkens et al. included a small number

of patients: 13 and 10 patients respectively. The differences in results could be an effect

due to these small cohort sizes. Finally, Heerkens et al. analyzed mainly locally advanced

tumors. Our patient cohort included mainly recurrent carcinomas, often restricted by fibrotic

tissue, which can further inhibit tumor mobility. However, due to our small population size

and imbalance of recurrent and advanced carcinomas within our cohort, we can provide no

conclusive evidence for a connection between tumor mobility versus site and stage. A larger

and more balanced patient population might lead to more insights into this differentiation.

One of our main findings was that within patients, there was little interfractional variability of

respiratory amplitudes. Given that each patient appears to possess a characteristic amplitude,

this could lead to an expansion of the online adaptive workflow. As an example, PTV

margins can be tailored to the respiration amplitude of the patient.

For patients 01, 04, 06, 09 and 11, we observed that the respiratory amplitude during the

planning session was higher than during to the treatment fractions for either the sagittal

and/or coronal cine MRI assessment. Additionally, we also noted larger differences between

the values for CCC and CCS in these cases. These discrepancies might have several causes,

but the most likely explanation is that the corset could have been fastened less tightly during

the planning sessions than during treatment. The setting of the straps with which the corset

was fastened was marked during the CT planning session. However, it might occurred that

during the subsequent MRI session immediately afterwards, the corset was not fastened

all the way to the marks. While corset tightness is not as clinically relevant during the

planning session as during treatment, it would have been a proper procedure to ensure equal

compression during all sessions. Nonetheless, it further supports our theory that a properly
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tightened corset, while also mitigating motion in general, would lead to less variability in

motion amplitudes within patients.

The more prominent differences between the CCC and CCS amplitude assessments could

well be associated to possible misalignments of sagittal and coronal planes on the planning

cine MRIs, as these planes were aligned by the radiographers in the absence of the GTV

definition. Depending on GTV shape, through plane motion in the 2D cine MRIs could also

have led to an over- or underestimation of CCC and CCS amplitudes.

Motion assessments due to slow organ drift revealed only small extrema with respect to the

baseline. Moreover, drift did not occur in a linear fashion, where the average GTV position

would slowly deviate away from the baseline, but rather inhibited its own periodic motion.

Any large deviations often resolved back towards initial position, and in eight out of thirteen

patients the values in Fig. 4.4 show approximately equally large drifts in all three directions.

This corresponds to the findings of Cusumano et al.,83 which reported no large drifts in the

pancreas subgroup of their multi-site cohort.

The use of orthogonal 2D planes poses some limitations. First, the planes were centered on

the GTV, and as a result, most of the surrounding OARs fell out of plane and could not

reliably be tracked. The intrafraction motion of the many radiosensitive OARs is valuable

information for determining whether the treatment was delivered safely. Upon visual basis it

was determined that in close proximity to the GTV, the surrounding tissue moved quasi-rigidly

along with the GTV. Volumetric imaging would have provided the necessary information

to track the OARs as well, but this is much slower than 2D cine MRI. Second, we defined

the GTV motion as the displacement of its center of mass over time, not accounting for

deformations internally or at the boundary. However, visual inspection of the cine MRIs

again yielded that the tumor itself did not appear to deform significantly from physiological

motion. Therefore, we believe that the position of its center of mass was adequate to provide

an accurate motion profile.

In conclusion, ungated, high-precision MR-guided SBRT for pancreatic tumors is feasible

for patients that wear an abdominal corset, potentially allowing dose escalation strategies.

Motion mitigation using corsets could well be a simple and attractive alternative for more

complex gating and tracking approaches when treating abdominal lesions.
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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose – Intrafraction motion is a major concern for the safety and

effectiveness of high dose stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) in the upper abdomen. In

this study, the impact of the intrafraction motion on the delivered dose was assessed in a

patient group that underwent MR-guided radiotherapy for upper abdominal malignancies

with an abdominal corset.

Materials and methods – Fast online 2D cine MRI was used to extract tumor motion during

beam-on time. These tumor motion profiles were combined with linac log files to recon-

struct the delivered dose in 89 fractions of MR-guided SBRT in twenty patients. Aside the

measured tumor motion, motion profiles were also simulated for a wide range of respiratory

amplitudes and drifts, and their subsequent dosimetric impact was calculated in every fraction.

Results – The average (SD) D99% of the gross tumor volume (GTV), relative to the

planned D99%, was 0.98 (0.03). The average (SD) relative D0.5cc of the duodenum, small

bowel and stomach was 0.99 (0.03), 1.00 (0.03), and 0.97 (0.05), respectively. No correlation

of respiratory amplitude with dosimetric impact was observed. Fractions with larger baseline

drifts generally led to a larger uncertainty of dosimetric impact on the GTV and organs

at risk (OAR). The simulations yielded that the delivered dose is highly dependent on the

direction of on baseline drift. Especially in anatomies where the OARs are closely abutting the

GTV, even modest LR or AP drifts can lead to substantial deviations from the planned dose.

Conclusion – The vast majority of the fractions was only modestly impacted by intrafraction

motion, increasing our confidence that MR-guided SBRT with abdominal compression can

be safely executed for patients with abdominal tumors, without the use of gating or tracking

strategies.
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5.1. Introduction

Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) has been shown to be an effective therapy for

unresectable pancreatic carcinomas,15,40,63,77,78 potentially increasing life expectancy in

a patient population with a generally poor prognosis. Mr-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT)

enables online visualization of anatomy changes for a tailored treatment to the anatomy of

the day, and has made high dose radiotherapy for upper abdominal malignancies feasible.42

An important concern with MR-guided online adaptive SBRT in the upper abdomen is

intrafraction motion. This is not only because of the large variability and unpredictability

of tumor motion in the upper abdomen,27,28 but also because beam-on times are gener-

ally prolonged on MR-guided systems due to their limited linac dose rate compared to

conventional systems. Active motion management methods, like using internal targets for

gating86,87 or tracking,88,89 or gating on deep inspiration breath holds,90 can significantly

improve target coverage. The downside of methods using internal targets is the invasive

placement of internal markers, and gating generally prolongs treatment.80,91 Moreover,

these methods might not be readily available on all systems. Passive motion mitigation

through abdominal compression has shown to be a simpler, more accessible alternative

for both pancreatic tumors33,61,66,92–95 as well as liver tumors.96–99 For pancreatic tumors,

abdominal compression with an abdominal corset can significantly reduce cranio-caudal

tumor motion during treatment to around 5 mm.33,92–95 This results in respiratory in-

trafraction tumor motion that is small and stable between treatment fractions.61 However,

because of the close proximity of upper abdominal tumors to abutting organs at risk (OAR),

the exact impact of the residual intrafraction motion on the delivered dose remains of concern.

In this study, the impact of the residual intrafraction motion, after abdominal compression,

on the delivered dose was assessed in a group of patients that underwent MRgRT for upper

abdominal malignancies. Aside from analyzing in-vivo motion, a wide range of motion

scenarios was simulated in every fraction in order to systematically assess the impact of

respiratory amplitude and drift on tumor coverage and OAR dose.
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5.2. Materials & Methods

5.2.1. Patients overview and treatment protocol

Twenty patients were included that underwent online adaptive MR-guided SBRT for upper

abdominal malignancies between January 2021 and September 2021. Consecutive informed

consent was provided for registry in the prospective Multi-OutcoMe EvaluatioN of radiation

Therapy Using the MR-linac (MOMENTUM) study (NCT04075305). A summary of the

patient characteristics is given in Table 5.1.

All patients were treated with a hypofractionated stereotactic regimen (5x8 Gy) on a Elekta

Unity (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) magnetic resonance linear accelerator (MR-Linac),

a 7 MV linear accelerator combined with a 1.5 T wide bore MRI scanner. The treatment

protocol was as follows: for each fraction, patients were positioned on a custom fitted vacuum

cushion, and secured with a custom fitted Neofrakt abdominal corset (Spronken Orthopedie

NV, Genk, Belgium).33 This corset is fastened with Velcro straps. For the first fraction,

the tightness of the straps was marked with a pen to ensure reproducibility in abdominal

compression for the remaining fractions. The treatment was conducted in an online adaptive

fashion,14 where every treatment session began with a 3D T2-weighted (T2w) pre MRI (FOV:

451 × 451 × 220 mm, voxel size: 0.64 × 0.64 × 2.00 mm, TE/TR: 124/1300 ms, FA: 90◦)

to visualize the anatomy. The gross tumor volume and OAR contours were adapted to this

scan by the attending radiation oncologist. An isotropic GTV to planning target volume

(PTV) margin of 3 mm was used. Our institutional planning objectives and constraints are

shown in supplementary Table A. After contouring, a 9-14 beam step-and-shoot intensity

modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) plan was generated, and the treatment delivery was started

after approval by the physician. During treatment delivery, interleaved coronal and sagittal

T2/T1-weighted bFFE cine MRIs were acquired, centered on the GTV. Both slices were

acquired at a frequency of 2.8 Hz for the entire beam-on time. A detailed overview of the

cine MRI sequence parameters is given in supplementary Table B.

5.2.2. Intrafraction motion measurement

Deformable image registration (DIR) with EVolution85 (α = 0.35, patch size = 5× 5) was

used to warp every dynamic of the cine MRI set to a reference dynamic. The resulting 2D

deformation vector fields were used to warp the GTV annotation to the dynamics, resulting

in a contour that moved along with the anatomy in 2D + time in both the sagittal and

coronal plane. The displacement of its center of mass in the CC, LR (respectively the y

and x components of the contour centroid in the coronal plane), and AP (the x component
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Table 5.1.: Patient characteristics.

n = 20 (%)

Sex

Male 11 (55)

Female 9 (45)

Age (years)

median (IQR) 71 (63 – 75)

range 49 – 84

Tumor volume (cm3)

GTV

median (IQR) 46 (12 – 77)

range 3 – 157

PTV

median (IQR) 79 (24 – 115)

range 8 – 231

Tumor location

Pancreas 15 (75)

Peripancreatic 5 (25)

Tumor type

Pancreatic primary tumor 4 (15)

Pancreatic isolated local recurrence 6 (30)

Non-pancreatic isolated recurrence 5 (25)

Non-pancreatic oligometastasis 4 (20)

Unknown 1 (5)

in the sagittal plane) direction was tracked over time, resulting in motion profiles of the

tumor centroid with a high temporal resolution of 2.8 Hz (supplementary video 1). These

motion profiles were used for the dose accumulation described in the following section. In

order to test the validity of the estimated tumor motion, an additional study was conducted

to compare the motion profiles from EVolution to the motion profiles extracted with optical

flow100 and Elastix,101 two commonly used methods for DIR. A high degree of agreement

between EVolution, optical flow and Elastix was found, with the mean differences in center

of mass position under one millimeter. Details and results of this study can be found in

supplementary data C.
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The intrafraction motion of a fraction was characterized by the respiratory amplitude and

maximum baseline drift. These were quantified by applying a high-pass and low-pass filter

to isolate the motion caused by respiration and baseline drift, respectively. The high-pass

filter was an elliptic infinite impulse response (IIR) filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.05

Hz, and the low-pass filter was a moving average filter with a sliding window of 25 sec-

onds. The respiratory amplitude was calculated as the difference between the 5th and

95th percentile of the respiratory motion profile, and the maximum baseline drift as the

largest signed value in the drift motion profile. Finally, the magnitude of the respiratory

amplitude and drift was calculated as the respective vector length (2-norm) over the indi-

vidual values for CC, AP , and LR, that is: ||resp||2 =
√
resp2CC + resp2AP + resp2LR, and

||drift||2 =
√

drift2CC + drift2AP + drift2LR.

5.2.3. Delivered dose reconstruction

The reconstruction of the delivered dose was based on Kontaxis et al.102 For each fraction,

the corresponding log file was saved from the machine. These log files include the current

state of the linac, e.g. gantry angle, multi-leaf collimator (MLC) positions, and beam energy,

logged at an interval of 40 ms. Each log file was split into partial log files of 360 ms,

containing a single linac state. The splits were made on the absolute acquisition times of

the cine MRI dynamics. Then, each partial log file was combined with a pseudo-CT volume,

generated from a bulk density assignment of the pre MRI, to calculate a partial dose plan

with GPUMCD.103 All dose calculations were run on a dedicated workstation equipped with

an NVIDIA GeForce Titan X GPU. An isocenter shift was applied to each partial dose plan

based on the displacement measured in the cine MRI dynamic that corresponds to the same

time point as the partial dose plan. In other words, a displacement was only applied to

the part of the treatment that was delivered at the same time as when the displacement

occurred in the body. Finally, all translated partial dose plans were summed to obtain the

delivered dose plan.

The method of dose reconstruction is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

5.2.4. Motion simulation

Aside from the motion as measured in the imaging data, we simulated intrafraction motion

profiles with a wide range of motion amplitudes and drift magnitudes. The rationale for

this exercise is that by doing so, we could break down the dosimetric outcome for each
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Figure 5.1.: The workflow of the dose reconstruction method. The coronal and sagittal cine MRIs, along
with their respective GTV contour projections (red), are deformably registered along time. This results in
a 3D GTV motion profile. The linac machine log file is split into partial log files based on the cine MRI
acquisition timestamps, and each partial log file is reconstructed into a partial dose plan. Every dose plan is
then translated according to the 3D displacement measured at its corresponding time point in the motion
profile. The translated dose plans are summed to obtain the accumulated dose.

clinical motion profile to the individual origins. And reversely, we could assess the pattern of

the impact of the periodic respiratory motion separately from the motion drift in anterior,

posterior, cranial, caudal, left and right directions. To mathematically model intrafraction

motion, we adopted a commonly used equation, which assumes respiratory motion follows

an asymmetric cosine pattern in 1D and was first coined by Lujan et al. (1999):104

z(t) = z0 − r cos2n(
πt

τ
) (5.1)

with z0 the position at exhale, r the respiratory peak-to-peak amplitude, τ the respiratory

period and n a parameter to set the asymmetry of the motion profile: a larger value for n

leads to a longer time spend in exhale position and steeper motion profiles during a respiratory

cycle. The starting phase ϕ is excluded in Eq. (5.1). Visually, we determined that τ = 5 s and

n = 3 best fit the general shape of the motion profiles from our measured data. Furthermore,

we set z0 to the average position of the first 30 seconds, similar to how the mid-ventilation

position was defined in the measured motion profiles. Equation (5.1) was extended from 1D

to the three principal directions of motion: cranio-caudal (CC), anterior-posterior (AP ) and

left-right (LR). An additional component was added to Eq. (5.1) to simulate a linear drift

over the course of the motion profile, with total magnitude d. The value of r was set as the
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respiratory amplitude in the CC direction, and the respiratory amplitudes in the AP and

LR directions were set to r/2. Because of the relation between r and z0, that essentially

means that the LR and AP motion profiles are half that of the CC motion, outside of the

drift term.

Overall, the model for the 3D motion vector z(t) =
[
zCC(t) zAP (t) zLR(t)

]T
was

described with the following equations:

zCC(t) = z0 − r cos6(
πt

5
) + d

t

T
(5.2)

zAP (t) =
1

2

(
z0 − r cos6(

πt

5
)

)
+ d

t

T
(5.3)

zLR(t) =
1

2

(
z0 − r cos6(

πt

5
)

)
+ d

t

T
(5.4)

where T represents the total duration of the simulation motion, which was set to the

duration of the measured motion profile of the fraction in question. Equations (5.2) to (5.4)

were sampled at the frequency of the measured motion (2.8 Hz). In each simulation,

drift was implemented in one direction only: if d was set to a nonzero value in the one

direction, d was set to zero in the other directions. The model parameters r and d were

set to r ∈ {0, 5, ..., 20} mm and d ∈ {−5, 0, 5} mm. Negative values indicate drift in the

caudal/anterior/right direction, and positive values indicate drift in the cranial/posterior/left

direction. The instance (r, d) = (0, 0) was excluded, since this is equal to the planned dose.

In sum, this yielded 34 different motion simulations. For every fraction, the delivered dose

was reconstructed for all 34 simulated motion patterns, in the same manner as the dose was

reconstructed for the measured motion of that fraction (as described in Section 5.2.3).

5.2.5. Evaluation

The impact of the measured and simulated intrafraction motion was dosimetrically evaluated

by comparing the planned to the delivered dose based on key dose-volume histogram (DVH)

parameters in the GTV and multiple OARs. The OARs of interest were the duodenum,

stomach and small bowel. For the GTV, we evaluated ratios of the D99%, i.e. the minimum

dose to 99% of the volume. For the OARs, we evaluated the ratios of the D0.5cc, i.e. the

minimum dose in 0.5 cm3 of the volume. The ratios were calculated as the delivered dose

divided by the planned dose. For example: a fraction with a relative D99% < 1 means the

delivered D99% of the GTV was lower than the planned D99%. Only OARs were included

for dose evaluation if they were within a 2.5 cm isotropic margin of the GTV, because the

dose level outside this margin was too low to be dosimetrically relevant.
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5.3. Results

The patient cohort of this study consisted of eleven male and nine female patients, with a

median age of 71 years (range 49 — 76 years). All twenty patients received full treatment

of five fractions. In eleven fractions, the linac log files were written as multiple separate

files due to treatment interruptions. Because linac data was missing in between these files,

these fractions were disregarded from this study, resulting in a total of 89 evaluable fractions.

Average beam-on time was 11.3 minutes, and the log file of each fraction was split into an

average of 1808 linac states. The dose calculations to compute partial dose plans out of

the linac states took 8.4 hours per fraction on average. Application of the isocenter shifts,

obtained from a motion profile, to these partial dose plans took 6 minutes on average. A

full simulation run for the artificial motion data, in which 34 motion profiles were processed,

took 3.4 hours per fraction.

Delivered dose to the GTV was evaluated in all 89 fractions. The dose to the duodenum

was evaluated in 38 fractions, the dose to the small bowel in 80 fractions, and the dose to

the stomach in 58 fractions.

5.3.1. Impact of measured motion

The average (SD) relative D99% of the GTV was 0.98 (0.03) (Fig. 5.2). In more than 85%

of the fractions (77/89), the delivered D99% of the GTV was more than 95% of the planned

D99%. For only two fractions, the delivered D99% of the GTV was lower than 90% of the

planned D99%. Subanalysis revealed that the dose distributions for some patients were

more prone to deterioration with the respect to planned target coverage than other, see

supplementary Figure D.

The average (SD) relative D0.5cc of the duodenum, small bowel, and stomach was 0.99

(0.03), 1.00 (0.03), and 0.97 (0.05), respectively. All hot spots of the delivered dose to the

OARs remained below 110% of the planned D0.5cc.

Overall, it was observed that fractions with larger respiratory amplitudes generally also

inhibit larger drifts. For these fractions, the variability of dosimetric impact on both the

GTV and OARs was larger than in fractions where smaller motion had been measured. This

can be seen in Fig. 5.2, as the relative DVH parameter values fan out with larger respiratory

amplitude and drift, while still centered around 1.00.
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Figure 5.2.: The relative DVH parameters in the GTV and OARs of the measured intrafraction motion. Each
point represents a fraction, accumulated with the motion measured during that fraction, and characterized
by the magnitudes of the respiratory amplitude(x-axis value) and drift of that fraction (point color).

5.3.2. Impact of simulated motion

The GTV D99% was very robust to respiratory amplitudes up to 10 mm (Fig. 5.3). For

drifts, asymmetric patterns were observed for the different directions. Drifts in the anterior

and right direction induced a decreased tumor coverage, while drifts in the cranial, caudal,

posterior and left direction hardly impacted delivered dose.

For the OARs, the dose decline as a function of respiratory amplitude increased was less

steep than for the GTV. On average, each OAR was only influenced by a drift in a single

direction. This was LR drift for the duodenum, AP drift for the small bowel and CC drift

for the stomach. The stomach had a much more pronounced relation to drift, albeit with

larger uncertainties. With a respiratory amplitude of under 10 mm, a caudal drift of 5

mm led to the delivered D0.5cc of the stomach to be over 110% of the planned D0.5cc on

average. Vice versa, a cranial drift of 5 mm caused the delivered D0.5cc to drop to 90%

of the planned D0.5cc. The 5 mm LR drifts in the duodenum and AP drifts in the small

bowel only caused deviations of no more than 5% above or below the planned D0.5cc.

5.4. Discussion

We have calculated the delivered dose for upper abdominal tumors based on the intrafraction

motion. In our workflow, the coupling of cine MR-derived motion data to log file-derived

treatment delivery data allows for high frequency, time-resolved dose accumulation that

includes all motion measured from beam-on to beam-off.

Typically small differences were observed between the planned D99% and the actually deliv-

ered D99% for the GTV. Interestingly, no correlation was observed between the respiratory

amplitude of the measured intrafraction motion, and the impact on both the delivered
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Figure 5.3.: The relative DVH parameters in the GTV and OARs, averaged over all fractions, of the simulated
intrafraction motion, as a function of respiratory amplitude and drift. The value of the points on the line
plot is the average DVH parameter, and the error bars extend one standard deviation above and below
the average. Top row: simulations with CC drift. Middle row: simulations with AP drift. Bottom row:
simulations with LR drift. The simulations with zero drift are plotted as a black line to aid visualization.

GTV D99% and OARs D0.5cc. This finding was replicated in the simulations: on average,

no substantial deviations from the planned dose were observed for respiratory amplitudes

below 10 mm CC. Since in our cohort respiratory amplitudes larger than 10 mm CC were

measured in only three fractions, the impact of the respiratory motion on the dose delivery

was estimated to be negligible for the vast majority of fractions.

The main deviations from the planned dose were caused by baseline drifts. A larger drift

led to with a lower delivered GTV D99%. Dose to the OAR was observed to be higher or

lower than the planned dose with an increased drift. The simulations demonstrated that the

dosimetric effect of the drift is highly dependent on its direction: for the GTV, simulations

with anterior and right drifts lead to systematically lower delivered GTV D99%. For drifts

in the other directions, the impact of drift on the delivered D99% was negligible. For the
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OARs, this asymmetric pattern in opposing directions was not observed. Rather, each OAR

was sensitive to drift only along one principal axis, and the effect of drift on delivered D0.5cc

was of approximately equal magnitude for drifts in opposing directions. For example, the

D0.5cc for the duodenum was only influenced by LR drift, where drifts to the right yielded a

dose decrease, and drift to the left an increased dose.

These correlations come from the typical anatomical relation of the OARs relative to

(peri)pancreatic tumors. The duodenum is typically located on the right side of the GTV,

and therefore a tumor drift towards the right will lead to underdosage of the GTV. Drifts to

the left will likewise lead to overdosage of the duodenum. Furthermore, the small bowel

is often anteriorly positioned to the GTV, whereas the stomach is located cranially of the

GTV, leading to an analogous dependence on the drift direction, as depicted in Fig. 5.3. In

general, these results reinforced our believe that further motion mitigation strategies should

be more directed towards compensating intrafraction drifts than towards further reducing

periodic respiratory induced motion patterns.

This finding also held for patient 8, where for fraction 5 the lowest relative GTV D99% of

0.85 was observed for all analyzed fractions. Subanalysis revealed that substantial right drift

of 2.5 mm was observed (Fig. 5.4) which resulted in a lower dose to both the GTV and

duodenum.

Planned dose Delivered dose Difference map
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Figure 5.4.: Zoomed maps of planned, delivered, and difference (planned - delivered) dose of the fifth
fraction of patient 8, where delivered GTV D99% = 85% of planned D99%. The GTV contour is shown in
dark blue, and the duodenum contour is shown in pink. The planned and delivered dose contain the isodose
contours of 40 Gy (red), 30 Gy (yellow) and 20 Gy (teal). Note that this dose plan is scaled to the complete
5x8 Gy treatment plan.

Recently, Tyagi et al.66 also reported on the dosimetric impact of intrafraction motion

in pancreatic MRgRT with abdominal compression, by directly comparing the 3D T2w

position-verification (PV) and post-scan to the pre-scan. Our findings in terms of delivered

GTV coverage are in line with theirs, as the authors reported no significant changes in GTV

V100%, and a wider spread in key DVH parameters of the stomach and small bowel in the
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PV- and post-scan. This is comparable to the increase in spread in small bowel and stomach

relative D0.5cc that we observed for patients with larger drifts.

A limitation of our work is that the dosimetric analysis was based on quasi-rigid motion

profiles, i.e. we neglected the impact of possible intrafraction deformations in the dose

accumulation process. However, although deformations are well known to be present in the

upper abdomen, especially in hollow structures, we believe that impact of this restraint is

very limited for two reasons. First, the assessed dose parameters are solely determined by the

voxels of the substructures of both the target and the organs at risk that are located at the

dose gradients within the high-dose region, which in turn are in the close surrounding of the

target volume. Due to the dense cell structure of the tumor, the target volume movement is

judged to move rigidly, which was also visually confirmed upon assessment of the cine MRIs.

Secondly, we demonstrated that the deviations are mostly determined by small drifts (< 3

mm) often to muscle relaxation, which we believe could well approximated as locally rigid.

Finally, while the simulation study allowed a systematic evaluation of the different aspects

of intrafraction motion and their effect on delivered dose, the simulated motion remains a

simplified model not easily translated to a clinical situation. Especially with larger respiratory

amplitudes, the assumption of rigid transformation might no longer hold.

5.5. Conclusion

For the vast majority of fractions and patients, the intrafraction motion observed during

treatment delivery with an abdominal corset only modestly impacted the dose to the target

and organs at risk. This increases our confidence that MRgRT can be safely executed for

patients with abdominal tumors without the use of gating or tracking techniques, potentially

allowing dose escalation strategies. The results in this study also add to the supportive

evidence for the use of abdominal compression in general, as this can also be applied

for radiotherapy on conventional systems. Subanalysis revealed that the impact of the

intrafractional drifts on the delivered dose was more prominent than the impact of the

respiratory motion. Care should be taken in patients where the tumor and organs at risk are

close together, as only small drifts can lead to systematic deviations from the planned dose.
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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose – In MR-guided SBRT of pancreatic cancer, intrafraction motion

is typically monitored with (interleaved) 2D cine MRI. However, tumor surroundings are

often not fully captured in these images, and motion might be distorted by through-plane

movement. In this study, the feasibility of highly accelerated 3D cine MRI to reconstruct

the delivered dose during MR-guided SBRT was assessed.

Materials and methods – A 3D cine MRI sequence was developed for fast, time-resolved

4D imaging, featuring a low spatial resolution that allows for rapid volumetric imaging at

430 ms. The 3D cines were acquired during the entire beam-on time of 23 fractions of online

adaptive MR-guided SBRT for pancreatic tumors on a 1.5 T MR-Linac. A 3D deformation

vector field (DVF) was extracted for every cine dynamic using deformable image registration.

Next, these DVFs were used to warp the partial dose delivered in the time interval between

consecutive cine acquisitions. The warped dose plans were summed to obtain a total delivered

dose. The delivered dose was also calculated under various motion correction strategies.

Key DVH parameters of the GTV, duodenum, small bowel and stomach were extracted from

the delivered dose and compared to the planned dose. The uncertainty of the calculated

DVFs was determined with the inverse consistency error (ICE) in the high-dose regions.

Results – The mean (SD) relative (ratio delivered/planned)D99% of the GTV was 0.94

(0.06), and the mean (SD) relative D0.5cc of the duodenum, small bowel, and stomach

were respectively 0.98 (0.04), 1.00 (0.07), and 0.98 (0.06). In the fractions with the lowest

delivered tumor coverage, it was found that significant lateral drifts had occurred. The DVFs

used for dose warping had a low uncertainty with a mean (SD) ICE of 0.65 (0.07) mm.

Conclusion – We employed a fast, real-time 3D cine MRI sequence for dose reconstruction

in the upper abdomen, and demonstrated that accurate DVFs, acquired directly from these

images, can be used for dose warping. The reconstructed delivered dose showed only a

modest degradation of tumor coverage, mostly attainable to baseline drifts. This emphasizes

the need for motion monitoring and development of intrafraction treatment adaptation

solutions, such as baseline drift corrections.
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6.1. Introduction

SBRT has been established as a feasible therapy for unresectable tumors in and around

the pancreas.15,40,43,63,77,78 MR-guided radiotherapy11,12 has enabled effective SBRT for

this tumor site, with safe delivery of high irradiation doses in hypofractionated regimens,

because of its excellent online imaging capabilities compared to its conventional, CT-guided

counterparts.42

MR-guided radiotherapy also enables simultaneous imaging during treatment delivery, for

e.g. intrafraction motion monitoring and retrospective treatment evaluation. This feature

is especially important for SBRT in the upper abdomen, because of the proximity of these

tumors to highly radiosensitive OARs and potentially large motion amplitudes. Mitigating

respiratory motion with passive motion management, like abdominal compression, is a well-

established method in the upper abdomen,33,61,66,92–95 but residual motion and small drifts

can still have a significant dosimetric impact on target coverage and OAR dose.83,105–107

Online motion monitoring in the upper abdomen is challenging due to the limitations of

contemporary MRI techniques. In order to capture detrimental breathing irregularities

and tumor drifts, imaging ideally needs to be conducted in a time-resolved fashion, at a

frequency fast enough to capture respiratory motion. In current practice, this is mainly

achieved with 2D cine MRI, which was employed in a previous study to perform delivered

dose reconstruction in the upper abdomen.107 However, this technique suffers from limited

field-of-view (FOV), being unable to capture tissue motion outside the 2D plane(s), and is

unsuitable for assessing out-of-plane motion. Attempts to design time-resolved volumetric

acquisitions were often focused on reconstructing 3D motion from 2D cine MRI.81,108–112

However, high-frequency, time-resolved 4D MRI is also possible through direct acquisition

when reducing the spatial resolution of the acquired images.113 This technique results in a

lower visual image quality, but modern deformable image registration algorithms can still

extract accurate 3D motion information at large voxel sizes.114,115 Moreover, assuming that

the motion fields vary slowly in the spatial domain, they can be upsampled and interpolated

to different coordinate grids with higher resolutions. This way, low-resolution, real-time 3D

cine MRI becomes a potential technique for dose reconstruction in the upper abdomen.

In this study, we aimed to investigate the use of highly accelerated 3D cine MRI for

reconstruction of the delivered dose during MR-guided SBRT of pancreatic tumors, and

analyze the volumetric motion patterns extracted from these 3D cine MRIs. In addition, the

delivered dose was calculated under various simulated motion correction strategies.
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6.2. Materials & Methods

6.2.1. Patient and treatment overview

Five patients were included that underwent online adaptive MR-guided SBRT for upper

abdominal malignancies between August and September 2022. Patients provided informed

consent through the prospective Multi-OutcoMe EvaluatioN of radiation Therapy Using

the MR-linac (MOMENTUM) study (NCT04075305). Patient characteristics are given in

Table 6.1.

The patients were treated with a 5x8 Gy SBRT regimen on the Elekta Unity (Elekta

AB, Stockholm, Sweden) MR-Linac, a 7 MV flattening filter free (FFF) linear accelerator

combined with a 1.5 T wide bore MRI scanner. Treatment was conducted in an online adaptive

fashion,14 in which the treatment plan was adapted to a 3D T2w MRI sequence acquired

at the start of each fraction. Intrafraction tumor motion was mitigated by compression

with an abdominal corset.33,61 The treatment protocol did not include bowel preparation.

An isotropic planning target volume (PTV) margin of 3 mm was used, and treatment

was delivered with a 9-14 beam step-and-shoot intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT)

technique. Our institutional planning objectives and constraints are given in supplementary

Table S1.

Table 6.1.: Patient characteristics. LAPC: locally advanced pancreatic carcinoma. LRPC: locally recurrent
pancreatic carcinoma. pNET: pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor.

# Age Sex
GTV/PTV
volume
(cm3)

Diagnosis Tumor location

1 71 M 23/38 LAPC Head

2 73 F 144/202 LAPC Tail

3 59 M 47/81 LRPC Tail

4 72 M 2/5 pNET Tail

5 61 M 5/11 Pancreatic oligometastasis Head

6.2.2. Imaging overview

A 3D cine MRI sequence was developed for fast, time-resolved 4D imaging. The sequence

is an RF-spoiled, T1-weighted, gradient echo scan with a low resolution of 5× 5× 6 mm3

voxel size. The low resolution allows for high-speed volumetric imaging at 2.3 Hz (430 ms
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per volume) when combined with acceleration strategies such as compressed SENSE,116,117

partial Fourier, and a large echo train length. The water-fat shift was manually set to a

maximum of 0.5 mm, to ensure geometrically accurate images. The sequence was tuned

using the standard parameters available in the clinical environment of the MR-Linac, such

that this sequence can be readily implemented on similar systems. The 3D cine MRIs

were acquired during the entire beam-on time of each fraction. A detailed overview of the

sequence parameters is given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2.: 3D cine MRI sequence parameters

Parameter Value

Scanning technique RF-spoiled Fast Field Echo

FOV (mm3) 400 x 400 x 180

Acquisition/reconstruction voxel size (mm3) 5 x 5 x 6

TE/TR (ms) 1.1/2.2

FA (◦) 10

Compressed SENSE factor 4

Partial Fourier factor 0.7 (x-y), 0.7 (y-z)

Echo train length 185

Readout bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 2170

Scan type per dynamic (s) 0.430

6.2.3. Dose reconstruction

The reconstruction of the delivered dose was conducted in a time-resolved fashion, where

the total dose plan was split into partial doses for every cine dynamic. This way, the motion

measured in a cine dynamic was only applied to the dose that was delivered during that

particular dynamic’s acquisition time. This was done by using the machine log files of

the linac, which log the current state of the linac (gantry angle, dose rate, and multi-leaf

collimator positions) during treatment delivery every 40 ms. Because the entries in these log

files are timestamped with the current clock time, they can be segmented into partial logs

based on the acquisition times of every cine dynamic. When combined with a pseudo-CT

(bulk electron density assignment of the pre MRI: bone = 1.117g/cm3, air = 0.001 g/cm3,

all other tissue was assigned as water = 1.000 g/cm3), a partial dose plan can be calculated

with GPUMCD103 for every cine dynamic.

Motion was extracted from the 3D cine MRIs as deformation vector fields (DVFs) using
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Figure 6.1.: The method pipeline. 3D cines are acquired every 430 ms during beam-on, and for each
dynamic the current state of the linac is saved and reconstructed into a partial dose plan. Deformable image
registration (DIR) is performed on the cine frames, and the resulting deformation vector field (DVF) is used
to warp the corresponding partial dose plan. The warped doses are then summed to obtain the delivered
dose.

EVolution85 (α = 0.35, patch size = 5× 5× 5). The cine dynamics were internally regis-

tered; therefore, the DVFs relate the motion of each incoming dynamic to a reference state.

In order to later apply the DVFs to the partial dose plans, this reference state needs to

correspond to the anatomical state for which the dose plan was created, assumed to be the

time-weighted average position of the internal anatomy. To create an appropriate reference

cine dynamic, a first registration loop was run in which the first 30 seconds of cine MRI data

was registered to a dynamic in the exhale state. Then, the average DVF over this period was

calculated and used to warp this exhale dynamic to create a new dynamic, corresponding to

the time-weighted average position. This dynamic was used as the reference image during

the main registration loop.

After every registration of the reference dynamic to an incoming cine dynamic, the result-

ing 3D DVF was interpolated to the coordinate grid of the partial dose plans (voxel size:

3× 3× 3 mm3). A cubic interpolation method was used to preserve large motion gradients

between stationary and mobile tissue, for example at the spine interface. After interpolation,

the partial dose plan corresponding to the incoming dynamic was warped while preserving

energy/mass transfer,118 taking the density changes into account during dose warping. The

partial dose plans were summed with and without warping, resulting in the delivered and

planned dose, respectively. The method for dose reconstruction is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.

After warping a partial dose plan, the same DVF was used to warp the GTV contour from
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the reference state to the incoming dynamic. This was done to create a GTV contour that

moved along with the anatomy, of which the center of mass could be tracked to generate a

3D motion trace of the tumor. This motion trace was characterized by its respiratory motion

amplitude and maximum drift in the same manner as in our previous studies.61,107 The

respiratory amplitude was calculated by high-pass filtering the motion trace and calculating

the peak-to-peak distance, and the drift magnitude was calculated by low-pass filtering

and extracting the maximum absolute value of the drift motion. The overall respiratory

amplitude and drift were calculated as the 2-norm of their values in the three cardinal

directions: cranio-caudal (CC), anterior-posterior (AP ), and left-right (LR).

6.2.4. Motion correction simulation

The above method for dose reconstruction and GTV motion monitoring was also used to

simulate various intrafraction motion correction strategies, and calculate their subsequent

impact on the delivered dose in terms of tumor coverage.

Three strategies were simulated, using the measured GTV motion trace to apply a beam

isocenter shift as a 3D offset to the DVFs before warping the dose. The first strategy was a

thresholded baseline shift, where the beam isocenter is set to the moving average tumor

position over the last 30 seconds, when this average position exceeds a certain distance

threshold from the previous isocenter. Smaller thresholds will lead to better conformity

but might require corrections at an unfeasibly high frequency, as each correction would

realistically require a minimum processing time. Therefore, six different thresholds were

investigated: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 mm. The second strategy was tumor trailing,119

where the isocenter is continuously updated with the average tumor position. Trailing can

be regarded as a thresholded baseline shift with a threshold of 0 mm. The third strategy

was tumor tracking, where the applied offset is continuously updated with the actual tumor

position.

6.2.5. Evaluation

For delivered dose evaluation, key DVH parameters of the GTV and neighboring OARs

(duodenum, small bowel, stomach) were extracted and compared to their respective values

of the planned dose, expressed as the ratio between the delivered dose over the planned dose.

For the gross tumor volume (GTV), the D99% was evaluated, and for the OARs the D0.5cc.
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Ԧ𝑟0
Ԧ𝑟𝑡
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DVF𝐼0→𝐼𝑡

Ԧ𝑟𝑡

DVF𝐼𝑡→𝐼0

Figure 6.2.: Schematic representation of the inverse consistency error (ICE). After registering reference
image I0 to incoming image It, the resulting DVF maps voxel r⃗0 to r⃗t. The inverse DVF, obtained by
registering It to I0, maps r⃗t back to r⃗ ′

0. If inaccuracies in the registration occur, this location might differ
from the starting position. The ICE is defined as the length of the difference vector between r⃗ ′

0 and r⃗0.
Note that r⃗t often does not fall exactly on the image grid, so the inverse DVF needs to be interpolated to
obtain the backward vector at that location.

When performing 3D deformable image registration to warp dose maps, it is important to

ensure that the obtained motion is realistic up to a dosimetrically relevant level. This is a

notoriously complicated problem in the absence of a ground truth. We therefore employed

the inverse consistency error (ICE) as a metric to evaluate the quality of the obtained

DVFs,120,121 and can also be applied to low-resolution DVF evaluation.113 Moreover, this

inverse consistency is a commonly used evaluation metric in dose warping studies, as it

measures spatial uncertainty of the warped dose on a voxel-by-voxel basis.122–125 A DVF is

known to be inverse consistent when a voxel at reference location r⃗0, mapped to location r⃗t

with DVFI0→It , ends up back at r⃗0 when the inverse DVFIt→I0 is applied to r⃗t. If instead

it is mapped at a different location r⃗ ′
0, the ICE is equal to ||r⃗ ′

0 − r⃗0||2 (see Fig. 6.2).

The ICE was calculated for the first two minutes of 3D cine MRI data of every fraction, and

evaluated in only the dosimetrically relevant area where voxel values in the planned dose

were above 20 Gy (scaled to the complete 40 Gy treatment regimen).

6.3. Results

All five patients received complete treatment of five fractions. However, in one fraction the

3D cine acquisition was started too late after beam-on, and in another fraction, the linac

log file was missing. Therefore, the data from these fractions was disregarded, and a total
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Figure 6.3.: The relative (ratio planned/delivered) DVH parameters in the GTV and OARs of the measured
intrafraction motion. Each point represents a fraction, accumulated with the motion measured during that
fraction, and characterized by the magnitudes of the respiratory amplitude (x-axis value) and drift of that
fraction (point color scale).

of 23 fractions was included in the final analysis.

A 3D cine MRI acquisition demo is given in supplementary video 1 (top row), along with the

corresponding motion-compensated dynamics (bottom row). In the latter, the 3D deformable

image registration quality can be assessed by the level of residual motion present in the images.

Please note that this video is not a real-time representation but sped up for visual purposes to

ten dynamics per second, covering 64 seconds of actual cine MRI acquisition. Quantitatively,

a high inverse consistency was achieved in the high-dose region, with a mean (SD) ICE of

0.65 (0.07) mm over all fractions. An example of an ICE map is given in supplementary Fig.

S1. Upon closer inspection of the obtained motion fields, the motion gradient at the spinal

interface turned out less steep than initially inspected, so the cubic interpolation method

did not result in different motion fields than with linear interpolation (supplementary Fig. S2).

The relative (ratio delivered/planned) DVH parameters of the GTV, duodenum, small bowel,

and stomach are presented in Fig. 6.3, with respect to the measured GTV respiratory ampli-

tude and drift magnitude. The mean (SD) relative D99% of the GTV was 0.94 (0.06), and

the mean (SD) relative D0.5cc of the duodenum, small bowel, and stomach were respectively

0.98 (0.04), 1.00 (0.07), and 0.98 (0.06). Upon closer inspection of the fractions where the

largest decline in tumor coverage was measured, it was observed that significant lateral drifts

had occurred during these fractions. An example is given in supplementary video 2, where

the 3D cine MRI and GTV motion trace can be seen of a fraction where the delivered GTV

D99% was 88% of the planned D99%. The video, played in real-time, features a bulk shift

about two-thirds into the treatment as the patient repositioned themselves 6.5 millimeters

to their right. One minute and 40 seconds later, the patient shifted back to roughly the

baseline position. Another example is the fraction with the lowest relative GTV D99%, which

was 76% of the planned D99%. The GTV motion trace is given in supplementary Fig. S3.
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Figure 6.4.: The simulated effect of tracking, trailing and thresholded baseline shifts on the delivered GTV
D99% for the fractions in this study. The whiskers of the boxplot extend to the minimum and maximum of
the values not considered outliers (values further than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box). The
outliers are indicated by the red plus signs.

In this fraction, the lateral drift was smaller than in the previous example, but it occurred

relatively early into treatment and sustained for almost the entire beam-on time. It had,

therefore, a larger detrimental effect on tumor coverage. This same fraction also featured

the largest relative OAR dose increase of 122% in small bowel D0.5cc.

In the motion correction simulations, it was found that thresholded baseline shifts already

greatly mitigate the dosimetric effects of all the intrafraction motion during the beam-on

time, similar to the continuous trailing strategy (Fig. 6.4). Tracking strategies further

improved the congruence between planned and delivered dose. However, the effects of

tracking the respiratory motion turned out to be limited for this cohort. For the different

threshold values, the average number of corrections per fraction was: 47 for 0.5 mm, 16 for

1.0 mm, 7 for 1.5 mm, 4 for 2.0 mm, 2 for 2.5 mm and 1 for 3.0 mm. Further improvement

in target coverage was limited when using lower thresholds or continuous trailing.

6.4. Discussion

We have employed a fast, real-time 3D cine MRI sequence for delivered dose reconstruction,

using deformable image registration to obtain highly accelerated volumetric motion infor-

mation directly from the acquired images. In this study, we have demonstrated that these

motion fields can be used for dose warping to reconstruct the delivered dose for MR-guided
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SBRT of upper abdominal tumors.

In its current retrospective setting, we believe that the most useful clinical application of the

end-to-end dose reconstruction method would be as a QA tool for offline treatment evalua-

tion, after a fraction has been delivered. Should the delivered dose show that unfavorable

deviations have occurred in tumor coverage or OAR dose, the treatment strategy of the

upcoming fractions might be adapted to ”repair” tumor cold spots and/or mitigate OAR

hot spots.

The results from the delivered dose reconstructions showed in most fractions modest dosi-

metric degradations caused by intrafraction motion. However, in some fractions tumor

coverage was clearly impacted by intrafraction drifts during bream-on time. With an average

beam-on time of 8+ minutes, there is a realistic probability of these small drifts occurring.

The OARs were less impacted by intrafraction motion than the tumor coverage. The largest

relative OAR dose increase of 122% in small bowel D0.5cc turned out to be a negligible

absolute increase from 11.8 Gy to 14.3 Gy (scaled to the complete 40 Gy treatment reg-

imen). In only two fractions, the delivered dose violated the OAR dose constraints, and

in both these cases this violation was already present in the planned dose. One fraction

had a violated stomach constraint in the planned dose, but this was as such mitigated by

intrafraction motion that the D0.5cc fell below the constraint in the delivered dose. For fur-

ther clarification, we have included all absolute OAR D0.5cc values in supplementary Table S2.

The simulations demonstrated that the largest degradations in tumor coverage could be

sufficiently improved with systematic monitoring of the target in combination with a cor-

rection strategy. Since thresholded baseline shifts require a substantially lower number of

intrafraction corrections than continuous trailing or tracking, this strategy might be the most

accessible candidate for a clinical solution to mitigate detrimental drifts. The chosen thresh-

old value will depend on how long a correction would take to process and execute in practice.

Based on the number of corrections that were applied in the simulations, and assuming a

maximum correction frequency of once per minute, a threshold of 1.5 mm (resulting in seven

intrafraction corrections on average) would have been the recommended value for this cohort.

The 3D cine MRI sequence was developed as plug-and-play, using acquisition and reconstruc-

tion options available in the standard clinical environment of the 1.5 T MR-Linac. Therefore,

it also has the potential as a motion monitoring tool comparable to the 2D cine sequences

used for gating/tracking on MR-Linac systems. However, mainly due to the high compressed

SENSE factor, the reconstruction time (approximately one second per dynamic) is currently
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too long for online applications. Nonetheless, with future (GPU-based) acceleration of

reconstruction, we believe that time-resolved volumetric sequences will become a feasible

method for real-time online motion monitoring, overcoming the limitations of 2D acquisitions.

Furthermore, with the particular low-resolution sequence employed in this study, the reduced

data size also means that images can be streamed and processed with minimal latency.

A critical workflow component in 3D dose warping is the QA of the obtained motion fields.

Because of the low resolution of the 3D cine MRIs much detail is lost, which may introduce

additional uncertainty in the DVFs. However, we believe that the motion of upper abdominal

tumors and the immediate surroundings in the high dose area (such as abutting OARs), are

predominantly characterized by rigid transformations, especially when restricted by abdominal

compression. This holds both for the respiratory motion and for bulk shifts. Because of

their geometric simplicity, these rigid displacements can typically be easily captured by DIR

algorithms. There might still be a deformable component present which may be harder to

accurately extract under low resolutions, for example the digestive motion of surrounding

bowel structures. Bowel motion can be quite subtle and might require imaging with e.g.

higher contrast, higher resolution or oral contrast agents.126–129 However, this motion in the

immediate vicinity of the tumor, as well as the deformable motion component of the tumor

itself is much smaller than the rigid component, often periodic and therefore might be less

dosimetrically relevant.

While this study only employed a single DVF uncertainty metric and lacks a ground truth

for true error quantification, the mean ICE of 0.65 mm in the high-dose region still signifies

a low uncertainty in the obtained motion fields. Moreover, this study was confined to a

relatively simple problem within the context of dose warping studies; image registration was

performed in a highly correlated set of images and produced spatially smooth, low-resolution

3D motion fields reflecting only global anatomical motion. Even though it requires more

sophisticated imaging tools, we argue that intrafraction image registration and dose warping

is less error-prone than inter fraction dose accumulation, where motion fields need to reflect

much more dramatic anatomy changes, as structures are likely to grow, shrink, appear and

disappear between consecutive images.130 Nevertheless, uncertainty in the obtained motion

fields will still lead to nontrivial uncertainty in the reconstructed dose plans. Quantifying

the uncertainty in dose accumulation is a known and open problem in the field,131–137 and

while considered beyond the scope of this study, it should be a vital part of the clinical

implementation of any intrafraction dose accumulation method, if clinical decision making is

going to be based on the resulting delivered dose reconstructions.
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6.5. Conclusion

This study showed that highly accelerated 3D cine MRI during beam-on can be used for

delivered dose reconstruction during MR-guided SBRT of pancreatic tumors. The low-

resolution cine dynamics can be deformably registered with substantial inverse consistency.

This study’s results show that drifts are the most detrimental motion components for adequate

tumor coverage in the upper abdomen. However, these errors can be resolved through simple

online correction strategies, such as intrafraction baseline shift corrections. Moreover, our

method would allow day-to-day treatment evaluation to optimize the treatment strategy of

the upcoming fractions.

Supplementary materials
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ABSTRACT

This work reports on the first seven patients treated with gating and baseline drift correction

on the high-field MR-Linac system. Dosimetric analysis showed that the active motion man-

agement system improved congruence to the planned dose, efficiently mitigating detrimental

effects of intrafraction motion in the upper abdomen.
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7.1. Introduction

MR-guided stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) has been established as a feasible therapy

for unresectable tumors in the upper abdomen, with recent clinical outcomes demonstrating

safe delivery of ablative doses with hypofractionated regimens, while maintaining low acute

toxicity rates.15,17,40,43,63 The online adaptive workflow of MR-guided SBRT is characterized

by the possibility to negate interfraction motion, but further margin reduction and dose

escalation is now mainly limited by intrafraction motion.

The ability of MR-Linac systems of simultaneous imaging and treatment delivery means

that, potentially, adverse effects of intrafraction motion can be actively alleviated based on

real-time image-based tumor tracking. Using image-based tumor tracking, the radiation

beam can be gated whenever the tumor moves outside a predetermined window. For low-field

MR-Linac systems, gated delivery based on 2D cine MRI has already been implemented,36,138

and has led to improved geometric and dosimetric fidelity to the planned treatment.35,139

Recently, the clinical implementation of active motion management has also been realized

on the high-field MR-Linac system. Aside from real-time gating, this motion management

system also allows correction for tumor drifts and bulk shifts. This study investigated the

achieved dosimetric benefit for the first seven patients treated on abdominal lesions with

gating and intrafraction drift correction on a 1.5 T MR-Linac.

7.2. Materials & Methods

7.2.1. Patients and treatment overview

Seven patients (total 31 fractions) that underwent online adaptive MR-guided SBRT for

upper abdominal malignancies between April and June 2023 were included. Patients

provided informed consent for clinical data collection through the prospective Multi-OutcoMe

EvaluatioN of radiation Therapy Using the MR-linac (MOMENTUM) study (NCT04075305).

The patients were treated with a hypofractionated SBRT regimen on the Elekta Unity (Elekta

AB, Stockholm, Sweden) 1.5 T MR-Linac. Treatment was conducted in an online adaptive

fashion,14 in which the treatment plan was adapted to a free breathing 3D T2w MRI sequence

acquired at the start of each fraction (sequence parameters given in supplementary Table

S2). Intrafraction tumor motion was passively mitigated by compression with an abdominal

corset.33,61 An isotropic PTV margin of 2-3 mm was used, and treatment was delivered

with a 9-14 beam step-and-shoot IMRT technique. This protocol for treatment setup and

planning was according to the conventional protocol for ungated treatment delivery, using
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the same target definition and margin protocols. Patient and treatment characteristics are

given in supplementary Table S1.

7.2.2. Motion management

Active motion management was performed using a clinical pre-release of Comprehensive

Motion Management (CMM) for the Elekta Unity MR-Linac, a package for automatic

beam gating and drift correction through baseline shifting, with online imaging-based target

registration. CMM employs a previously developed and validated template-based registration

algorithm for real-time motion monitoring on 1.5 T MR-Linac systems.140,141

The imaging for motion management was continuously acquired using 2D interleaved coronal

and sagittal cine MRI, a balanced gradient echo sequence with 170 ms temporal resolution

per plane, hence a temporal resolution of 340 ms for the coronal and sagittal planes

combined. Further sequence parameters are given in supplementary Table S2. Because of

the interleaved coronal and sagittal acquisition, contour tracking was performed in three

directions: cranio-caudal (CC), anterior-posterior (AP), and left-right (LR). The exhale

position of the tumor at the start of delivery was determined by a 3D-2D registration of the

3D T2w MRI with a coronal-sagittal image template of exhale anatomy. This template was

constructed by averaging exhale-labelled cine images over multiple breathing phases just

before beam delivery.140,141 The PTV expansion of the GTV in exhale was set as the gating

envelope. During radiation delivery, the beam was automatically gated if the overlapping

volume between the target structure (i.e. the GTV) and the gating envelope fell below

95%. The beam was also gated if the registration quality of the tumor tracking was deemed

too low by the CMM software, due to e.g. large deformations, large differences in motion

between the coronal and sagittal plane, or large out-of-plane motion.

Intrafraction tumor drifts could be corrected through baseline shifts, which adjust the multi-

leaf collimator (MLC) apertures to the current time-averaged tumor position, based on the

concept of tumor trailing.119 If a baseline shift was initiated by the operator, the beam was

manually halted and a suggested CC/AP/LR shift was calculated based on the average drift

observed over the last three breathing cycles, with the option for manual adjustments. After

approval by the radiation oncologist, the shift was forwarded to the treatment planning

system, where it was applied to the original plan as an isocenter shift to calculate a new

plan by shifting the plan segments, while keeping the segment weights the same. After plan

approval, the treatment delivery was resumed with the updated structure positions, typically

within one minute.
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7.2.3. Delivered dose reconstruction

The dosimetric benefit of motion management versus no motion management was inves-

tigated for all fractions. Logs of the motion management software were retrieved, which

included the target position and beam state (on/off) in every separate cine frame, i.e. every

170 ms, as well as the directions and timestamps of any baseline shift. Dose accumulation

was performed by applying the target position deviations as isocenter shifts (translations

only) to the planned dose in the opposite direction, and afterwards averaging all shifted

dose plans to obtain a delivered dose. Because of the online adaptive workflow, each

fraction had a unique planned dose and was therefore reconstructed independently. The

delivered dose with motion management was calculated using only the target positions when

the beam state was on. For the delivered dose without motion management, all target

positions were used for dose accumulation regardless of beam state, while also undoing

any baseline shifts by adding the shift as an offset to each target position, creating an

”uncorrected” motion trace. For this scenario, the total treatment time would have been

reduced as the beam would not have been gated. The duty cycle of the gated delivery

was used to calculate an ungated beam-on duration, and the uncorrected motion was trun-

cated after this duration. The method pipeline for dose reconstruction is illustrated in Fig. 7.1.

7.2.4. Evaluation

Key dose-volume histogram (DVH) parameters of the GTV, PTV and critical OARs were

extracted to compare the delivered dose with and without motion management to the

planned (static) dose, as the percentage difference of planned dose. For the GTV the D99%

was calculated, for the PTV the D95%, and for the duodenum, small bowel, stomach, and

colon the D0.5cc. For each patient, an OAR had to be located within a 2.5 cm margin

around the GTV in at least one fraction to be included in the dosimetric evaluation. OARs

located more than 2.5 cm away from the GTV in all fractions were deemed not dosimetrically

relevant and therefore excluded from consideration for that patient.

7.3. Results

Thirty-one fractions were successfully delivered with online motion management. Four frac-

tions were not included in this study; for patient 1, the last two fractions had to be scheduled

on another MR-Linac system without motion management functionality due to staff shortage.
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Unmanaged motionGated motion

= Beam on

Motion management system

Planned dose

Gating+BLS vs planned Unmanaged vs planned

= Beam onBLS
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Accumulate dose with motion

Figure 7.1.: The method pipeline. The logs of the motion management system contain the target positions
in left-right (LR), anterior-posterior (AP), and cranio-caudal (CC) direction, as well as the beam state
(on/off) and any baseline shifts. This particular example shows a poor duty cycle at start of treatment
due to a systematic AP and CC offset, which was corrected with a baseline shift. Note that the beam is
halted while a shift is being determined and a new plan is calculated. This baseline shift can be reversed to
obtain a motion trace for an unmanaged scenario, and the motion trace is also truncated to account for the
reduced beam-on time for an ungated delivery. For both motion traces, the planned dose is translated with
the target positions when the beam was on, or with all target positions for the unmanaged motion trace.
The delivered dose for both scenarios is obtained after averaging over all translated dose maps.

For patient 3, technical issues with the motion management system during fractions 2 and 5

meant that the first part of these fractions was delivered with motion management, while

the remainder was delivered without motion management. The incomplete data from these

two fractions was therefore left out of consideration.

Overall the mean duty cycle was 68%. Duty cycles varied considerably between patients and

fractions (range over all fractions: 41% - 93%). Beam gating decisions were 84% of the time

based on the target exceeding the gating envelope, and 16% of the time due to registration

quality. The overall number of executed baseline shifts was low. For most fractions (21

out of 31 total), no baseline shifts during beam-on were performed, and only two fractions

required more than one shift. Details on the gating and baseline shifting characteristics for

each patient are given in supplementary Table S3.

Violin plots of the DVH parameters for the GTV, PTV, and OARs calculated in the dose

accumulated with and without motion management, as percentage difference to the planned
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Figure 7.2.: Violin plots of the dosimetric results, with the critical DVH parameters of the GTV, PTV and
OARs as their percentual difference to the planned dose. The blue violins represent the dose delivered with
gating and baseline shifting (BLS), and the orange plots represent the scenario if no motion management
was applied. Each point represents a fraction, with the amount of fractions for which a DVH parameter was
evaluated is shown in the bottom row. The median value is indicated by the horizontal line in the violins.

(static) dose, are shown in Fig. 7.2. The median (range) differences to the planned dose

were with motion management: GTV D99% = -1.5 (-7.1 — 10.5)%, PTV D95% = -2.0

(-6.9 — 11.4)%, duodenum D0.5cc = 3.7 (-1.8 — 8.6)%, small bowel D0.5cc = 0.5 (-4.9

— 6.0)%, stomach D0.5cc = 3.2 (-5.8 — 6.3)%, and colon D0.5cc = 2.9 (-8.2 — 14.5)%.

Without motion management, these values were GTV D99% = -2.0 (-12.2 — 17.8)%, PTV

D95% = -2.3 (-15.6 — 11.5)%, duodenum D0.5cc = 3.0 (-7.2 — 5.9)%, small bowel D0.5cc

= 2.0 (-7.9 — 12.2)%, stomach D0.5cc = 0.6 (-10.8 — 12.2)%, and colon D0.5cc = 5.3

(-10.8 — 16.2)%. Here, a negative value indicates a decrease with respect to the planned

dose, and a positive value indicates an increase. Generally, gating and baseline shifting led

to a better congruence with the planned configuration in terms of both tumor coverage and

OAR hotspots, with fewer outliers where the absolute deviation was greater than 10%.

7.4. Discussion

This study reported the dosimetric benefits for the first patients treated with automatic beam

gating and intrafraction drift correction on a 1.5 T MR-Linac. The results indicate that

gating and baseline shifts improve congruence to the planned dose in a variety of tumor types

and sizes in the upper abdomen, in terms of both the intended target coverage and OAR

sparing. Moreover, the clinical demonstration of fully MR-based online motion management
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is an important step towards real-time adaptive MR-guided radiotherapy.138,142,143

The dosimetric analysis shows that also with no motion management, most fractions would

have been delivered without large deviations from the planned dose. This corresponds to our

previous findings that as long as respiratory motion can be mitigated (through abdominal

compression for example, as used in this study), the periodic, respiratory component of

intrafraction motion will generally not have a large dosimetric impact for upper abdominal

tumors.107,144 In contrast to respiratory motion, shifts or drifts can have a detrimental

effect on tumor coverage and OAR dose.144 In the current motion management workflow,

beam gating means that drifts will not automatically lead to problematic deviations from

the planned dose, but can lead to reduced duty cycles and therefore to unacceptably long

treatment times if not corrected for.

In this study, there was a considerable range of duty cycles (41% - 93%) between patients

and fractions. This range is comparable to breath-hold gated delivery in a low-field MR-Linac

study.139 It should be noted that some fractions with low duty cycles were caused by a

persistently low quality factor due to registration issues. This was often resolved in the

next fraction by adapting the gating structure to improve tracking performance in the

cine MR images. However, breathing irregularities also played a large role in fractions

with low duty cycles. Further improvement might be achieved with techniques like visual

biofeedback.139,145,146 Since the beam is also halted during baseline shifts (on average for

one minute), duty cycles are reduced if more shifts have to be executed. Still, these drift

corrections will by design maintain a high treatment efficiency in a gating delivery, and are

therefore an indispensable component of the motion management workflow.

The findings on the dosimetric effects of unmanaged intrafraction motion, as well as the

gain in tumor coverage from baseline shifts, correspond to an earlier study on retrospective

dose accumulation using 3D cine MRI for volumetric target tracking.144 This suggests that

2D cine MRI might suffice for image-based tumor tracking for online motion management of

upper abdominal tumors, echoing the results from pre-clinical tests of the underlying motion

monitoring algorithm of CMM.141 Moreover, aside from the ability to track structures in 3D,

the interleaved acquisition of dual orthogonal planes allows for estimation of registration

uncertainties that are typical for 2D-based tracking, such as out-of-plane motion, and the

CMM software takes these uncertainties into account during beam gating in the form of the

quality factor.

The method for delivered dose reconstruction in this study is less sophisticated than ap-
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proaches using linac log files102,107 or volumetric motion fields (dose warping).144 However,

as mentioned above, the largest deviations from the planned dose are caused by drifts and

shifts. We therefore consider this method to still provide a sufficient approximation of the

delivered dose for the purpose of comparing motion management versus no motion manage-

ment; previous work investigating the dosimetric effect of gating versus no gating employed

a similar dose reconstruction method, convoluting the planned dose with motion histograms.35

Supplementary materials
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Pancreatic cancer is among the deadliest types of cancer, and effective and safe treatment

remains challenging. MR-guided radiotherapy, a noninvasive, low-toxic, local treatment,

has recently emerged as a new treatment option for inoperable pancreatic cancer. The

aim of this thesis was to explore several technical developments for the planning (Part

I) and delivery (Part II) of radiotherapy for pancreatic cancer on the 1.5 T MR-Linac.

These developments are needed to transform contemporary MR-guided radiotherapy into

a next-generation treatment for pancreatic cancer, which extensively capitalizes on the

capabilities of the 1.5 T MR-Linac.

This penultimate chapter summarizes the main findings of this thesis. We conclude with

some take-home messages of this thesis.

The MRI scan that is made at the start of every treatment fraction on the MR-Linac, to

which the treatment plan is adapted, is typically based on 3D Cartesian sampling schemes.

The main radiotherapeutical advantages of these sequences are a high through-slice resolution

and that they can be fully geometrically corrected. The main disadvantage is that they are

prone to blurring artifacts as a result of respiratory motion, which can hamper the delineation

accuracy of pancreatic tumors. In Chapter 2, we investigated two advanced MRI sequences,

PROPELLER and 3D Vane. These sequences employ radial sampling schemes that result in

a much sharper, motion-robust image. We acquired these scans during MR-Linac treatments

of pancreatic cancer patients alongside the standard 3D T2-weighted (T2w) Cartesian scans.

The three sequences were then compared quantitatively, with several image quality metrics,

and qualitatively, by scoring by three radiation oncologists.

Both the quantitative and qualitative results indicated that PROPELLER scans were at least

on par with the 3D T2w MRI. While the PROPELLER images were indeed sharper in-plane,

with less blurry tumor and organ boundaries, the multi-slice 2D acquisition scheme led to

substantial variation in anatomy from slice to slice. This was the main reason PROPELLER

was not deemed superior to 3D T2w MRI. It can be expected that if this problem can be

resolved, we should seriously consider using PROPELLER sequences as the main delineation

scan in the upper abdomen. The 3D Vane images were unequivocally deemed not suitable

as main delineation scan because of the exotic T2/T1 contrast; T2-weighting is often deemed

the optimal contrast in the upper abdomen.

The MR-Linac has enabled ablative SBRT treatment planning with relative confidence,

because of its superior visualization of the daily position of the target structures and the

organs to be avoided. However, creating SBRT treatment plans can be quite complex and

depends on a great number of variables, mostly dictated by the institutional protocol for e.g.
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prescribed dose and safety margins. Moreover, upper abdominal organs are often so close

to the tumor, that it is not uncommon practice to compromise on tumor dose, leading to

even more plan complexity for pancreas SBRT. For Chapter 3, a consortium was founded

of thirteen centers that currently treat pancreatic cancer on the 1.5 T MR-Linac, or centers

that are planning to start with this treatment in the near future. Within this consortium,

we documented the existing variance in treatment planning protocols and established a

consensus protocol to harmonize this variance.

We performed a multi-stage collaborative project, where centers had to create treatment

plans for two example cases of pancreatic cancer according to an increasingly stringent

protocol. After each phase, the results were compared and discussed, and the instructions

for the next phase were determined. After the third stage, the dosimetric variance between

the plans was considerably reduced and the final protocol was established. This protocol

represents a consensus between thirteen centers on the recommended way to treat pancreatic

cancer on the 1.5 T MR-Linac. We hope that with this work, we can not only go towards

a higher-quality treatment, but also be able to better compare clinical outcomes between

centers. Moreover, this protocol provides a road map for centers that are starting out with

this complex treatment modality.

Motion from respiration and drift is one of the major causes for uncertainty during pancre-

atic tumor radiotherapy. The MR-Linac allows for continuous imaging during irradiation,

using cine MRI sequences with a temporal resolution high enough (< 500 ms) to visualize

breathing motion. This speed comes at the cost of spatial coverage: cine MRI is typically

confined to a single 2D plane. During imaging, the orientation of the 2D plane can be

constantly switched between the coronal and sagittal view, allowing for characterization of

the 3D motion of the tumor’s cross section. This sequence was acquired during the entire

beam-on time of patients treated for upper abdominal tumors on the MR-Linac, all wearing

a custom-made compression corset, which mitigates respiratory motion in the abdomen.

We analyzed the 3D pancreatic tumor motion during irradiation in Chapter 4. For every

fraction, the tumor motion was extracted from the 2D cine MR images using deformable

imaging registration. Using basic signal processing, the motion patterns were separated into

the (periodic) respiratory and (non-periodic) drift components.

We found that respiratory amplitudes during treatment were small, and the amplitude

of individual patients varied little over their treatment course. Tumor drifts were small

as well, with no large systematic displacements observed. These results confirm that the

current safety margins that account for intrafraction motion are sufficient for a safe treatment

delivery, and that the abdominal corset is a simple but effective method for motion mitigation.
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Measurement of the intrafraction motion is only a first-order approximation of the safety and

efficiency of a delivered treatment. In Chapter 5, we extended the method of the previous

chapter by translating the measured motion into the delivered dose. This was done using

the linac’s delivery logs, which contain the dose being delivered for each time point during

treatment. By translating each individual dose with the tumor displacement at the same

time point, we can accumulate the dosimetric errors as a result of the intrafraction tumor

motion. This results in a delivered dose, which can be compared to the originally planned

dose. We performed this method for a new, larger set of patients. Alongside, we simulated

a wide range of tumor motion scenarios to investigate the general influence of intrafraction

motion on the delivered dose.

The motion measured in this new patient cohort was similar to the previous chapter, and

the relatively small average amplitude and absence of large drifts meant that the delivered

dose deviated little from the planned dose. The simulation study confirmed that respiratory

motion can be quite large (>10 mm) before it starts having a meaningful impact on dose

delivery. Tumor drift, on the other hand, can already lead to relevant dose errors when it is

in the order of several millimeters.

The previous two chapters measured the tumor motion with standard, 2D cine MRI. The

drawback of these images is that only two cross-sectional planes are available, with no 3D

spatial information of the entire tumor and its surroundings. For Chapter 6, we developed

a novel 3D cine MRI sequence that is able to perform volumetric imaging of the upper

abdomen, at the same temporal resolution of the standard 2D cine MRI sequence. This 3D

cine MRI scan has a much coarser resolution, but deformable image registration algorithms

are still able to reliably extract tumor motion from these images. We again acquired these

scans during beam-on of pancreatic tumor patients, and performed the same log-based dose

accumulation as in the previous chapter. The extracted motion fields were also used in a

simulation of various active motion mitigation strategies.

We found once again a modest dosimetric impact from intrafraction motion. A quality

assurance check of the volumetric motion extracted from the low-resolution 3D cine images

resulted a high degree of consistency within the high-dose region. This indicates that

high-frequency, time-resolved 4D imaging and subsequent deformable dose accumulation

is feasible on the 1.5 T MR-Linac. The simulation showed that most intrafraction motion,

that had resulted in a larger difference between the planned and delivered dose, could have

been resolved with simple baseline shifting.
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So far, all treatments of pancreatic tumors on the 1.5 T MR-Linac have been ungated

deliveries. This means that the radiation beam is continuously on, and while tumor motion

can be visualized during treatment, it is not acted upon. In Chapter 7, we describe the first

treatments on the 1.5 T MR-Linac with gating and baseline drift correction, performed for

upper abdominal tumors. Gating means that the radiation beam is turned on or off based

on the tumor position. In this case, the beam is only on when the patient has breathed out,

and is turned off when the patient starts breathing in again, allowing for a potentially much

more precise delivery. With the MR-Linac, we are able to measure this motion and couple

this in real-time to whether the beam should be on or off. Any systematic tumor drifts

during irradiation can be resolved with a baseline shift, where the remaining planned dose

is shifted to match the new tumor position. For these first treatments with active motion

management, we calculated the dosimetric advantage over a simulated ungated delivery.

It was found that gating and baseline shifting indeed improved the congruence of the

delivered dose to the planned dose, compared to the simulated treatment without motion

management. This system is a prime demonstration of what the MR-Linac is capable of:

real-time treatment intervention, based on the actual anatomical motion, without the need

for internal fiducial markers. The baseline shifting functionality is a very welcome addition, as

we have demonstrated in the previous chapter that this can resolve most dose-compromising

drifts. It is also a critical component to maintain an efficient duty cycle.

To conclude, MR-guided radiotherapy has opened the way for a new, safe, local treatment

for inoperable pancreatic cancer. The full potential of the MR-Linac, however, has been

far from realized. MRI is an incredibly versatile tool that can be used in every facet of the

online adaptive workflow, allowing us to gain more insight into the treatment and ultimately

optimizing the planning and delivery. Ablative radiotherapy for pancreatic cancer with the

1.5 T MR-Linac is one of the most intricate procedures in external beam radiotherapy, and

the ongoing developments will only further increase complexity. Therefore, the informal

dissemination of clinical experiences and treatment techniques, as well as collaboration

between MR-Linac centers, remains crucial for further advancement of radiotherapy for

pancreatic cancer.
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The MR-Linac is like a Swiss Army knife for radiotherapy. There is an incredible amount

of new tools at our disposal, but it is not always clear how and when to put these to best

use. Understandably, the first years after clinical introduction were spent gaining experience

and confidence with the primary new tools such as online treatment adaptation with MRI.

But just as one would not buy a Swiss Army knife and never use its scissors and nail vile,

the MR-Linac will only prove its full worth if we continue developing and exploiting both

the obvious and subtle functionalities to improve treatment. The treatment of pancreatic

cancer, an aggressive disease in a difficult place in the body, will probably benefit the most

from these developments, allowing us to further decrease PTV margins and escalate dose.

In this final chapter, we will discuss the individual chapters within the broader context of this

thesis. We conclude with some perspectives on how MR-guided radiotherapy for pancreatic

cancer will further evolve in the coming years.

9.1. Imaging for online treatment adaptation

MR-guided radiotherapy has very specific requirements for MR imaging that can be quite

different than in diagnostic radiology. If a scan is used for online delineation of the target

and OAR, geometric fidelity (which is not always a given in the world of MRI) is the prime

priority. After that, the most important quality is that the radiation oncologist can recognize

and delineate the boundaries of the structures with ease, confidence, and speed. After

all, this is the first step of the online adaptive process, and accurate delineations with low

(inter and intra) observer variability are key to the effectiveness of the further technical

developments like those presented in this thesis. Therefore, improving image quality for

online treatment adaptation, and tailoring sequences to the specific tumor site of interest

should be a continuous area of research in MR-guided radiotherapy.147–149

The PROPELLER sequence from Chapter 2 remains the prime candidate to be the next-

generation MRI sequence for online adaptive planning. Its superior visual quality is obvious,

it can be acquired out-of-the-box, and upcoming software updates will ensure geometric

correction in 3D for this M2D scan. As for the large interslice variability problem, the best

solution is probably acquiring this scan in exhale with a respiratory trigger, ensuring all slices

are acquired in the same respiratory phase. While this will prolong acquisition time, the

scan can be used in combination with the gating software described in Chapter 7, which

can determine the transformation between the 3D scan and the desired gating envelope

position in the 2D cine MRI. This way, the 3D scan can be acquired in any respiratory
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state. As currently most pieces of the puzzle are either already in place, or are concretely

planned for clinical implementation, this method can probably be adapted within the shortest

time frame. An alternative solution involves respiratory correlated 4D-MRI, which can

estimate a midposition anatomy based on internal registration of the individual respiratory

phases.108,150 In CT-based radiotherapy planning, this is already an established method to

create a midposition CT from 4D-CT.57 A PROPELLER scan in exhale can then be warped

to the midposition, and the treatment can be delivered without the requirement for gating.

4D-MRI typically has long acquisition times, but advanced sequences like MR-RIDDLE can

make efficient use of the idle time by starting image reconstruction while acquisition is still in

progress.151 Here, an expanding window in the undersampled k-space produces low-resolution

4D images in under a minute, which are already sufficient to reconstruct midposition motion

fields. As acquisition continues, higher resolution images become available may be used to

further upsample the warped midposition image.

9.2. Treatment planning

The MR-Linac has enabled ablative SBRT treatment planning with relative confidence,

because of its superior visualization of the daily position of the target structures and the

organs to be avoided. However, the final treatment plan is fully dictated by the institutional

protocol for prescribed dose, safety margins, and - especially for pancreatic tumors - how one

deals with organs so close to the tumor that dose coverage must be compromised. This latter

consideration directly correlates with the amount of tumor coverage in case of dose-limiting

anatomies, but is almost never reported in literature. This can lead to a situation where

two institutions use the same protocol on the surface, but would create two very different

treatment plans for a patient with unfavorable anatomy.

The global consensus protocol Chapter 3 extends beyond the basic dosimetric parameters

for prescribed dose, OAR constraints, and PTV margins. Technical planning details such as

the number of segments and use of PRVs are also taken into account. Because pancreas

SBRT involves steep dose gradients and complex anatomies, these parameters can be highly

influential for the final treatment plan and must therefore be discussed and, where possible,

harmonized. Granted, the consensus protocol was less strong on these parameters, but

were generally accepted under the explicit condition that active motion management, as

described in Chapter 7, would be in place. It is not surprising that the ability to ”see what

you treat, as you treat”, with automatic beam gating in the event of unexpected motion,

will increase one’s confidence that these aggressive plans can be delivered without risking
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serious adverse events. Future clinical outcomes from centers that employ this protocol can

easily be collected from the prospective Multi-OutcoMe EvaluatioN of radiation Therapy

Using the MR-linac (MOMENTUM) study (NCT04075305).74

Regardless of the protocol that is employed, future clinical studies on MR-guided pancreas

SBRT should include the dosimetric characteristics of their treatments. This would provide

an impression of the number of fractions with unfavorable anatomies, in which case the

planned tumor coverage might be much lower than the prescribed dose according to the

protocol. To be clear, clinical outcomes like local control are not purely dictated by the

tumor coverage over the treatment course, but knowing whether the included patients

received an average 30% or 99% of the prescribed dose is still very valuable information

to judge to treatment efficiency. Moreover, because the treatment is online adaptive, the

dosimetric characteristics are different every fraction. This information is lost if a trial only

reports the intended dose, which is now almost exclusively the case. In contrast, the recent

SMART trial17 reported, amongst other parameters, the GTV V50Gy on a per-fraction basis

for its patient population. The inclusion of such results is an admirable development and

one would hope that future, large clinical trials follow suit.

9.3. Intrafraction motion: from monitoring to managing

Chapters 4 to 7 revolved around pancreatic tumor motion during irradiation as measured

in real-time cine MRI. All patients in these chapters were wearing an abdominal corset to

passively mitigate the respiratory motion in the upper abdomen.

In Chapter 4, we extracted the tumor motion from 2D interleaved coronal/sagittal cine MR

images, which were continuously acquired during the entire beam-on time of each fraction.

This allowed for better understanding and characterization of tumor motion compared to

the conventional workflows, where motion is only assessed during the pretreatment phase

in cine MRI80 (with a limited time span) or in 4D-CT, which is known to underestimate

motion152,153 and does not capture breathing irregularities.

This method was repeated for a new, larger set of patients in Chapter 5, and extended to

translate the measured tumor motion into the delivered dose. This was done using linac

machine log files, which can be converted into linac states that represent the dose being

delivered in a certain time frame. This way, the tumor displacement measured during a

single cine MRI frame (∼350 ms) could be applied to the dose that was delivered when

that displacement took place, a more realistic approach than convoluting (or ”shaking”) the
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complete planned dose with all measured motion.139,154

The 3D cine MRI developed in Chapter 6 allowed for arguably the most physiologically

realistic dose accumulation model in this thesis, incorporating volumetric deformations to

the time-resolved approach of Chapter 5. However, it can be questioned whether sophisti-

cated imaging like 3D cine MRI is necessary for tumor tracking and dose accumulation. It

introduces additional uncertainties and the low-resolution approach means visual assessment

is much more difficult. Meanwhile, the dosimetric results from Chapter 6 correspond once

again to the previous chapters, indicating that 2D cine MRI might suffice for both tumor

tracking and dose accumulation. Indeed, a major assumption of the dose accumulation

as performed in this study is that the anatomy within the area of interest moves rigidly

and in bulk, which would mean that 2D cine MRI-derived isocenter shifts would suffice

for accumulating dose. Still, this demonstration of an out-of-the-box, highly accelerated,

time-resolved 4D MRI sequence is both an example of both how far we can push beam-on

imaging, and of how imaging should be tailored to its purpose. To elaborate, intrafraction

deformable dose accumulation does not require high-resolution, high-contrast imaging (in

fact, because interpolation is not required, deformable image registration might even benefit

from a natively isotropic sequence!) and one can work under the assumption that motion

fields are spatially smooth. This latter assumption means that intrafraction motion fields

can be validly upsampled113 without loss of physiological realisticness. As examples of other

practical applications, this 3D cine MRI sequence might be used as a quick, secondary check

for pre-beam respiratory-correlated 4D-MRI motion fields used for deriving a high-resolution

mid-positition. First-order quality assurance like this will be important to validate 3D mo-

tion fields in clinical use, as there is no ground truth for in-vivo deformable image registration.

The beam gating system described in Chapter 7, based purely on real-time MRI tracking

without the need for fiducial markers or other surrogates, is a prime demonstration of the

promises of MR-guided radiotherapy. The baseline shifting functionality is a very welcome

addition, as we have demonstrated in Chapter 6 that this can resolve most dose-compromising

drifts. It is also a critical component to maintain an efficient duty cycle. The previous

chapters have demonstrated that for tumors with small amplitudes, respiratory motion will

generally not lead to large dosimetric errors. It can therefore be argued that these treatments

could be delivered without gating and only baseline shifting to resolve drifts, maintaining a

100% duty cycle. However, even in these treatment automatic gating (with large envelopes)

might still be desired as a safety fallback in case of unexpected motion (e.g. coughing or

repositioning).
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Finally, one might ask oneself: can we lose the abdominal corset, now that we can mitigate

respiratory motion with gating? A personal recommendation would be: no. We have

seen that abdominal compression can reduce the respiratory amplitude enough that the

tumor stays within the gating envelope for most of the time, whereas no compression

would lead to the beam being gated almost every respiratory cycle. Abdominal compression

is therefore a simple and well-tolerated strategy to increase the duty cycle. Aside from

aiding treatment delivery, it is also beneficial for delineation MRI image quality by reducing

motion artifacts. Other approaches like visual biofeedback139,145,146,155 might be attractive

alternatives, because they also permit breath holding for a longer, and more reproducible

gating window. Once biofeedback systems are in place on the MR-Linac, a comparison with

abdominal compression will therefore be quite interesting, especially with regards to patient

tolerability.

9.4. Future outlook

The full potential of MR-guided radiotherapy for the treatment of pancreatic cancer has

been far from realized, but armed with the knowledge of this thesis, we have a clear view

of the directions we will and should take. In this final section, we will delve into the most

interesting and promising developments for next-generation MR-guided radiotherapy. Some

of these advancements will not just improve the treatment of pancreatic cancer specifically,

but also radiotherapy in general. Fig. 9.1 provides a graphical summary of this section.

9.4.1. The clinical perspective

In a recent review, Daamen et al.19 collected both retrospective and prospective clinical

outcomes of sixteen studies on MR-guided radiotherapy for pancreatic cancer. Various dose

levels were used, but almost all studies contained at least one cohort that received ablative

levels with BED10 of at least 100 Gy. The minimal acute toxicity rates establish MR-guided

SBRT as a well-tolerated and safe treatment modality. As for treatment efficiency, the

nine studies reporting one-year local control after treatment demonstrate promising rates of

79% to 98%.43,67,156–162 However, the clinical evidence supporting these figures is lacking.

Most of these studies were retrospective, described very heterogeneous populations, and

combined radiotherapy with various combinations of chemotherapy and surgery. Strong,

definite evidence for local control will be provided in (ongoing) randomized clinical trials,

with a standardized follow-up. Nevertheless, we can definitely speculate about a future

where the results of these trials are comparable to the clinical evidence currently available.
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Figure 9.1.: MR-guided radiotherapy for pancreatic cancer in 2028: an overview of some of the future
developments that are discussed in this last section.

In such a scenario, there is no doubt that MR-guided SBRT will join the standard treatment

arsenal for pancreatic cancer, and other tumors in and around the pancreas. For operable

pancreatic adenocarcinoma, surgery will most likely remain the primary treatment because

it still offers a chance of disease cure. However, given the fact that disease recurrence

occurs in almost all patients after surgery,75 and the procedure carries a high mortality and

complication rate,163,164 MR-guided SBRT may very well become the standard second-line

treatment for early-stage pancreatic cancer. Elderly or frail patients could greatly benefit
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from MR-guided SBRT as a palliative treatment, prescribed with the intend to prolong life

expectancy and reduce symptoms of local tumor destruction. Looking further ahead, MR-

guided SBRT might even be given upfront for resectable cases, followed by a watch-and-wait

strategy, with the option for salvage surgery in case of progression. Functional, quantitative

MRI metrics like ADC, which we can measure ”for free” during MR-guided treatments, might

aid here in assessing response to radiotherapy. However, motion distortion and the inferior

MRI hardware means that reliable biological imaging on the MR-Linac remains challenging.

These challenges need to be addressed thoroughly and critically before we can look into a

possible predictive relationship.165

There are also other pancreatic tumor types, of a less aggressive nature than adenocarci-

noma, for which MR-guided SBRT might much sooner be considered a serious alternative

to (immediate) surgery. Two examples are pancreatic neurendocrine tumors (pNETs) and

pancreatic oligometastases of renal cell carcinoma. Both tumor types, especially pNETs,

are relatively slow growing tumors, but currently the only treatment options are pancreatic

resection or chemotherapy. For these settings, there are ongoing investigations to determine

whether MR-guided SBRT can delay surgery or systemic therapy.166,167

MR-guided radiotherapy will have the largest impact on patients that are no longer operable,

which is by far the largest part of all pancreatic cancer diagnoses.2 The standard treatment

for this patient group is systemic therapy (even for localized cases), which comes with a

substantial toxicity burden. Considering the importance of maintaining quality of life in

this patient group, who generally have a very poor life expectancy, there is a very viable

argument to give upfront low-toxic, local, and effective MR-guided SBRT. Early studies on

patient-reported outcomes indicate a stable quality of life after MR-guided SBRT.18,159,162

This last point brings us to the role that CBCT-guided radiotherapy might still play in future

treatment of pancreatic cancer, which might not be confined to MR-guided systems after

all. Cone-beam guided adaptive radiotherapy has only just begun to emerge,168,169 and

clinicians may be hesitant to the prescribe the ablative dose levels on these systems. However,

short-course, non-ablative radiotherapy can effectively relieve pancreatic cancer-related pain,

as demonstrated by a recent trial.170 This would be a relatively cheap and accessible palliative

treatment, deliverable with conventional linacs, and which may benefit a large part of the

pancreatic cancer population.
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Figure 9.2.: A proposed workflow for interfraction dose warping for prospective treatment guidance. Imaging
acquired at the start of each fraction is deformably registered to the imaging of the previous fraction. The
resulting deformation vector field (DVF) is used to warp the planned (or delivered!) dose of the previous
fraction onto the anatomy of the current fraction. Along with some underlying local uncertainty of the DVF,
this can be taken into account when planning of the current fraction’s dose. Here, this is envisioned as a user
interface where the dose of the previous fraction is displayed as the usual DVH parameters of some OARs.

9.4.2. Deformable image registration and dose accumulation

Before the era of MR-guided radiotherapy, many considered dose accumulation infeasible

due to lack of accurate and validated image registration algorithms.130 Considering the

growing body of literature, focus groups, and vendor involvement, the MR-Linac has clearly

rekindled this interest.32

The work in this thesis mainly revolved around retrospective intrafraction dose accumulation.

Prospective intrafraction dose accumulation will be discussed in the final section of this

chapter on real-time adaptive radiotherapy. For now, we will mainly focus on the thus far not

touched upon interfraction dose accumulation, and its future applicability and considerations

within the context of pancreatic cancer.

Interfraction dose accumulation is where the dose of previously delivered fractions is de-

formably projected onto the anatomy of the next fraction. This can be done in a prospective

sense, to ”guide” dose calculation of upcoming fractions, but also retrospectively, to evaluate

the delivered dose over a complete treatment course, taking into account anatomical defor-

mations between fractions. Since the link between the delivered dose and clinical outcome is
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the foundation of radiotherapy, the information that can be inferred from interfraction dose

accumulation is potentially extremely valuable. The holy grail would be a direct correlation

between accumulated tumor coverage and local control time, and between accumulated

OAR dose and toxicity rate.

Online adaptive MR-guided radiotherapy means that a new treatment plan is created for

every fraction, and we are no longer forced to assume the worst-case scenario that the

OAR hotspot or GTV coldspot is located in the same anatomical position every day. As

always, it is important to determine to which degree a complex calculation like deformable

dose accumulation can have a clinically relevant advantage over a simpler method like

DVH summation. For example, the position of the duodenum is typically closely coupled

to the tumor, due to ingrowth or presence of fibrotic tissue. Therefore, the duodenunal

hotspot is unlikely to change position over the treatment course either, and deformable dose

accumulation will result in the same value as DVH summation. On the other hand, organs

like the small bowel are much more motile and might benefit more from deformable dose

accumulation.

How should we incorporate interfraction dose accumulation into the clinical workflow? The

accumulated dose from previous fractions might be automatically incorporated as a bias

dose for the optimizer, to locally increase the dose to underdosed areas or decrease the

dose to overdosed areas (”dose repair”). A more pragmatic, less black-box, and informa-

tive approach might be simply displaying the remaining dosimetric ”bandwidth” of the

target and OARs as DVH parameters to the operator. If, say, the warped dose would

indicate that the OAR hotspots are in a very different anatomical location for the upcoming

fraction, a more permissive treatment plan could be created. This would allow more dosimet-

ric freedom, potentially increasing the total possible tumor dose in unfavorable anatomies

or dose-escalated treatments. An envisioned workflow for this process is illustrated in Fig. 9.2.

This all assumes that we can confidently perform dose accumulation, but these complex

techniques will always have an underlying uncertainty. Quantification of this uncertainty will

be a crucial part of any dose accumulation algorithm before clinical implementation, but this

is still very much an open problem in the field.131–137 Most uncertainty metrics are dominated

by the spatial uncertainty of the underlying deformation vector field, which makes sense: the

sharp gradients in pancreas MRgRT treatment plans can turn a misregistration of only a few

millimeters into a dosimetric error of several Gray. In contrast to image gray values, dose is

a physical quantity and how it is transformed by deformation vectors is not a trivial matter.

Especially in interfraction dose accumulation, this becomes not just a geometrical but also a

radiobiological problem. How do deal with growing, shrinking, appearing, or disappearing
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tissue? For this reason is intrafraction dose accumulation a more accessible feat, because

the anatomical changes on these timescales are much less drastic. Prof Dr Wolfgang A.

Tomé made precisely this argument in a 2012 debate on deformable dose accumulation:

”[I]deally one would acquire anatomical image information and record the machine state and

dose delivery status at time points during the delivery. This information could then be used,

employing deformable dose accumulation across image sets that are highly correlated, to

arrive at a more accurate estimate of dose received for both the target and organs at risk

for a given fraction.”.130 Indeed, this is exactly what is now possible on the MR-Linac as

demonstrated in Chapter 6 and other studies on intrafraction dose accumulation.102,171

Going back to interfraction dose accumulation and uncertainty quantification, we should

once again ask ourselves how to incorporate this in clinical practice. Because dose is a local

phenomenon, uncertainty should be quantified on a voxel-by-voxel basis as well. However, we

should probably not bother clinical staff with maps of Jacobian determinants or vector curls.

Simpler approaches like a standard deviation on top of the well-known DVH parameters

come to mind.

Lastly, we should be critical of the imaging from which we extract the interfraction motion.

A good creed is that one should tailor the imaging to its specific purpose, a freedom we

can permit ourselves due to the versatility of MRI. Instead of just registering the 3D T2w

scans used for delineation, we could also acquire a separate sequence that is optimized

for obtaining the deformation field with respect to a reference fraction. Going back to

interfraction dose warping, Fig. 9.3 illustrates an attempt to develop a sequence that would

allow gradient-based DIR algorithms like EVolution to track bowel displacement between

fractions. The resulting deformations could be used to warp the dose and keep track the

small bowel hotspot in every fraction. A sequence like this would probably result in a much

lower uncertainty in accumulated bowel dose than if the standard 3D T2w sequence was

used for this purpose.

9.4.3. Accelerating treatment

The plethora of innovations postulated in this thesis and this future outlook have pushed or

will push us further towards what is becoming the one of the most problematic bottlenecks

of treatments on the MR-Linac: time. Compared to surgery and chemotherapy, MR-guided

radiotherapy is by far the least burdensome treatment of pancreatic cancer, but unfortunately

there are still patients unable to complete treatment due to discomfort. A rule of thumb

for the maximum on-table time is one hour, which can be already difficult to sustain for
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Figure 9.3.: A balanced gradient echo sequence designed specifically for tracking bowel structures and edges,
for the purpose of interfraction dose warping. This sequence heavily exploits the phase cancellation artifact,
where voxels containing an equal amount of water and fat results in a dark outline at organ boundaries. The
interfraction bowel motility is well visible in these images.

relatively healthy individuals∗. In our clinic, completing a fraction within 45 minutes is

currently a feasible goal, with an extra 15 minutes for unforeseen delays like a second

recontouring or technical issues during irradiation. However, such time frames are mainly

achieved through experience and patient volume; clinics starting out with pancreas MRgRT

may often exceed the hour mark per fraction. Furthermore, many of the expected future

developments discussed here will only further prolong treatment time, most notably gating

(due to decreased duty cycle during delivery) and dose escalation (due to an increased

number of MUs for a treatment plan). It is therefore essential that we investigate how we

can accelerate every part of the workflow.

As said before, the most time consuming step is online contour adaptation. A highly investi-

gated solution is automatic contouring with deep learning,172 improving speed and quality

over contours warped with deformable image registration. A challenge with autocontouring

in general is the trust needed in the generated contours. The experience that if these

contours are produced by a black box, ”computer says so” algorithm, they are often subject

to extensive manual fine tuning even if these adjustments are dosimetrically irrelevant. This

would negate the achieved time advantage. One could imagine an autocontouring algorithm

∗The author is speaking from personal experience.
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that only allows adjustment of the high-dose area; there is a already lot of potential to save

time if the large, out of field organs can confidently be contoured completely automatic. For

the more important target and OAR contours, which require a higher degree of precision and

stricter visual verification by the clinical staff, the automatically generated contours could

come with some kind of local uncertainty metric like in the abovementioned interfraction

dose accumulation workflow.

A higher confidence in automatically generated contours will also decrease existing interob-

server variation, which is known to be substantial for online adaptive pancreas MRgRT.71,72

It is important to consider this interobserver variation within the context of Chapter 3, as it

will probably degrade the achieved harmonization for treatment planning. Keeping this in

mind, one can imagine that autocontouring could improve plan quality in many ways, some

more subtle than others.

Finally, as we continue to escalate doses, we must also look into ways to accelerate treatment

delivery. The dose rate of the 1.5 T MR-Linac is inherently limited due to the its construction.

Because the 7 MV linac is located outside the magnet, its source-axis distance is much

larger than CBCT-linacs, and the beam must also pass through the cryostat. Perhaps the

next-generation of MR-Linacs can be equipped with a higher photon energy. For now, we

could also look towards volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) which is currently being

developed on the 1.5 T MR-Linac.173,174 VMAT has shorter delivery times than IMRT on

conventional linacs, but the MR-Linac’s gantry rotation and leaf travel are fast enough that

there is not much time gain in practice. This does not mean that we should not strife for

MR-guided VMAT in clinical practice, as it will still lead to more conformal dose distributions

while maintaining target coverage, which is especially important for the case of pancreatic

cancer.

9.4.4. Real-time adaptive MR-guided radiotherapy: sic itur ad astra?

One of the most anticipated long-term goals of the MR-Linac is the ability to adapt the

treatment beam based on real-time online imaging.138,142,143 Here, ”real-time” means that

an MLC shift or reshape, triggered by an anatomical event (respiratory motion, drift, bulk

shift) is applied so quickly that when the adaptation is completed, the anatomical state is still

sufficiently close to the moment the adaptation was triggered. The biggest challenge here is

that the motion has to be tracked with MRI, a notoriously slow imaging modality. Beyond

that, it has to ensured that the tracked motion is accurate, and the MLC has to be adapted
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in the right way. An often cited rule of thumb is that to compensate for respiratory motion,

the maximum time budget for this entire image-track-adapt cycle is 500 ms. Over the last

years, many promising attempts have been made to unify MRI with real-time adaptation.175

Here, we see again an interesting role for deep learning, as trained neural networks are one of

the fastest known methods able to accurately infer a very large amount of information like

volumetric motion fields176 and accompanying uncertainties177 from very minimal MRI data.

This thesis already introduced gating, which could be classified as real-time adaptive RT,

since the gating decision is based on real-time cine MRI and is built upon a constant feedback

loop between the linac and the imaging system. However, gating does not change the beam

shape or position, so one can argue that it cannot be considered adaptive. This is different

with tumor tracking or trailing. In tumor tracking, the beam is continuously following the

latest tumor position as detected in real-time imaging.174,178 Tumor trailing is a low-pass

filtered version of tracking, where the beam only follows the average position over the last

few respiratory cycles.119 The theory of trailing is that it is dosimetrically not that important

to track the tumor through the entire respiratory cycle, but irradiating the average position

would negate the much more detrimental effects of drift or shifts. This is supported by

the analyses in the second part of this thesis. It is important to realize that tracking and

trailing have a 100% duty cycle, overcoming the time disadvantage of a gated delivery, and

are therefore more probable long-term solutions to intrafraction motion than gating. More

importantly, with perfect MLC tracking the positional uncertainty of the target at any point

during treatment is zero (even in this hypothetical scenario, a small margin would still be

needed to account for the beam penumbra), making real-time tracking the most probable

path towards further margin reduction.

Finally, let us revisit dose accumulation, but now in the intrafractionial setting. If this is

performed in a prospective sense, treatment is adapted during irradiation in such a way that

it will result in the optimal delivered dose, rather than the optimal geometric position like in

tracking or trailing. Aside from continuous monitoring of tumor motion, we now also need

to calculate its dosimetric impact on the fly, as well as estimate the beam adaptation that

would result in the remaining dose being delivered as close as possible to what was planned.

Now, the delivery sequence is not just updated prior to, but also during treatment. This

concept is called intrafraction dose-guided radiotherapy.

Shortly before clinical introduction of the 1.5 T MR-Linac, the technical feasibility of

such a system was already presented.82 A new treatment planning system called Adaptive

Sequencer (ASEQ) that can handle intrafraction plan adaptation was developed in the
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years before.179,180 In the proof-of-concept, inter-beam IMRT replanning was performed

during simulated kidney SBRT, taking into account the 3D anatomical deformations and

accumulated dose. Intrafraction dose-guidance has also been demonstrated in silico on

conventional linacs during liver SBRT181 and prostate VMAT.182 In its ultimate form, the

treatment is adapted not just between beams but in real-time: a continuous feedback loop

that captures the complete 3D deformation, calculates its dosimetric impact, reoptimizes

the treatment plan for the remaining dose and updates the current MLC shape and weight

accordingly. By far the biggest challenge here would be the extremely short time window

for dose calculation and optimizing. But one can wonder whether dose-guidance would

actually need to be in real-time. With tracking, even a slight latency would risk severe

dosimetric errors. This is less so with trailing or baseline shifting, but these strategies only

result in a geometrically optimal MLC update. Dose-guidance, on the other hand, takes into

account the accumulated dose before any adaptation and would therefore aim to ”repair”

underdosed areas, if a tumor drift has occurred that has not immediately been acted upon.

Developments like these should be followed with great interest, as their central goal reflects

the foundation of radiotherapy: getting the right dose in the right place.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Alvleesklierkanker is een van de dodelijkste kankersoorten, en effectieve en veilige behandel-

ing blijft een uitdaging. Vanwege het agressieve ziektebeloop komt slechts een klein deel

van de patiënten in aanmerking voor tumorresectie, een complexe en risicovolle operatie.

Patiënten die niet meer geopereerd kunnen worden — de overgrote meerderheid van de

avleesklierkankerpatiënten — worden behandeld met systeemtherapie, ook in de gevallen

waarbij de ziekte nog gelokaliseerd is. Radiotherapie, een niet-invasieve, lokale behandeling

met een veel lagere toxiciteit dan chemotherapie, is recent opgekomen als een complementaire

of alternatieve behandeloptie voor inoperabele alvleesklierkanker.

Radiotherapie wordt van oudsher gezien als een ineffectieve behandeling voor alvleesklierkanker.

Conventionele radiotherapietoestellen zijn uitgerust met kegelbundelcomputertomografie

(cone-beam computed tomography, CBCT), een type beeldvorming met zeer slecht contrast

in de bovenbuik. Op CBCT-scans kan de precieze locatie van de tumor en het omliggende

gezonde weefsel niet goed worden bepaald op het moment van de behandeling. De be-

stralingsdosis wordt daarom op zeer conservatieve wijze afgegeven, verspreid over vele

behandelfracties, zodat de dosis beperkt kan blijven in de vele stralingsgevoelige darm- en

vaatstructuren in de bovenbuik. Helaas betekent dit dat de tumor zelf ook een beperkte

stralingsdosis krijgt, met als gevolg weinig tot geen therapeutisch effect.

Een veel preciezere behandeling is mogelijk met de MR-Linac. De MR-Linac combineert

een radiotherapieversneller (linear accelerator, linac) met kernspintomografie (magnetic

resonance imaging, MRI). Op MRI-scans zijn alvleeskliertumoren en de omliggende, gezonde

organen bijzonder goed zichtbaar, veel beter dan op CBCT. Met de MR-Linac kan een

nieuwe MRI-scan gemaakt aan het begin van iedere behandelfractie, zodat de behandeling

kan worden aangepast aan de anatomie van dat moment. Deze zogenoemde MRI-geleide,

online adaptieve methode neemt de onzekerheid weg over de locatie van de gezonde organen,

waardoor alvleesklierkanker behandeld kan worden met stereotactische radiotherapie (stereo-

tactic body radiotherapy, SBRT). SBRT wordt gekenmerkt door complexe dosisplannen,

met steile dosisgradiënten en een veel hogere tumordosis, die wordt afgegeven in veel minder

fracties. De eerste klinische resultaten suggereren dat MRI-geleide SBRT de tumor langer
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onder controle houdt dan conventionele radiotherapie, en daarmee de klinische uitkomsten

op betekenisvolle wijze verbetert.

De MR-Linac kan niet alleen vlak voor, maar ook tijdens de bestraling beelden maken.

We kunnen dit gebruiken om orgaan- en tumorbeweging door bijvoorbeeld ademhaling en

afzakking in kaart te brengen. Deze intrafractiebeweging verstoort de dosis die oorspronkelijk

gepland was, en door het te meten kunnen we nadien afschatten wat voor dosis er uiteindelijk

is afgegeven.

Het doel van dit proefschrift was om de nieuwe mogelijkheden van de MR-Linac verder te

benutten om de behandeling van alvleesklierkanker te verbeteren. Dit proefschrift bevat

technische ontwikkelingen voor het plannen (Deel I) en de uitvoering (Deel II) van radio-

therapie voor alvleesklierkanker op de 1.5 T MR-Linac.

De MRI scan die aan het begin van iedere behandelfractie wordt gemaakt, en waarop de

behandeling wordt aangepast, gebruiken meestal sequenties met driedimensionale cartesische

bemonstering van de k-ruimte. De voornaamste voordelen voor radiotherapie zijn dat

dit soort scans een kleine plakdikte hebben, en dat ze geometrisch volledig gecorrigeerd

kunnen worden. Het grootste nadeel is dat ze gevoelig zijn voor vervagingsartefacten door

ademhalingsbeweging, waardoor het intekenen van alvleeskliertumoren minder precies wordt.

In Hoofdstuk 2 onderzochten we twee geavanceerde MRI sequenties, PROPELLER en 3D

Vane. Deze sequenties gebruiken radiële bemonstering, waardoor de beelden veel scherper

zijn en minder gevoelig voor beweging. Voor dit onderzoek werden deze scans opgenomen

tijdens alvleesklierkankerbehandelingen op de MR-Linac, samen met de standaard, 3D carte-

sische T2-gewogen (T2w) scan. De drie sequenties werden zowel kwantitatief vergeleken,

met verschillende maten voor beeldkwaliteit, als kwalitatief, door ze te laten scoren door

drie radiotherapeut-oncologen.

Zowel de kwantitatieve als de kwalitatieve resultaten lieten zien dat de PROPELLER scans

minstens net zo goed zijn als de 3D T2w scans. De PROPELLER scans waren binnen

het axiale vlak inderdaad scherper, met minder vage grenzen tussen tumor en organen,

maar de multi-slice 2D opnamemethode resulteerde in grote anatomische verspringingen

van plak naar plak. Dit was de voornaamste reden dat PROPELLER niet als beter werd

beschouwd dan 3D T2w MRI. Als dit probleem opgelost wordt, moeten we serieus overwegen

om PROPELLER scans te gebruiken voor het online intekenen van de bovenbuik. De 3D

Vane scans werden unaniem beschouwd als niet geschikt voor online intekenen, vanwege het

exotische T2/T1-contrast; T2-weging wordt meestal beschouwd als het beste contrast voor

de bovenbuik.
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De MR-Linac heeft ervoor gezorgd dat we SBRT-behandelingen met relatief veel zelfvertrouwen

kunnen plannen, dankzij de verbeterde beeldvorming van de dagelijkse positie van het doel-

gebied en de organen die we moeten vermijden. Het plannen van SBRT-behandelingen kan

echter vrij complex zijn, en hangt af van veel variabelen die voornamelijk bepaald worden

door het institutionele protocol, voor bijvoorbeeld de voorgeschreven dosis en veiligheids-

marge. Bovendien liggen de organen in de bovenbuik vaak zo dicht tegen de tumor aan,

dat het niet ongebruikelijk is om een deel van de tumordosis op te offeren. Dit leidt tot

nog complexere plannen bij SBRT voor alvleesklierkanker. Voor Hoofdstuk 3 werd een

consortium gevormd van dertien centra over de hele wereld, die momenteel of in de nabije

toekomst alvleesklierkanker behandelen met de 1.5 T MR-Linac. De behandelplanvariatie

binnen dit consortium werd vastgelegd, en een consensusprotocol werd vastgesteld om deze

variatie te harmoniseren.

Een project met meerdere fasen werd opgezet, waarin ieder centrum een behandelplan moest

maken voor twee voorbeeldcasussen van alvleesklierkanker, volgens een steeds meer omvat-

tende instructies. Na iedere fase werden de resultaten vergeleken en besproken, en werden

de instructies voor de volgende fase vastgesteld. Na de derde fase was de dosimetrische

variatie tussen alle plannen dusdanig klein dat het consensusprotocol kon worden vastgesteld.

Dit protocol representeert een overeenkomst tussen de dertien centra over de aanbevolen

manier om alvleesklierkanker te behandelen met de 1.5 T MR-Linac. We hopen dat we met

dit werk de behandelkwaliteit verbeteren, maar ook dat we beter de klinische uitkomsten

kunnen vergelijken. Bovendien kan dit protocol centra wegwijs maken die willen beginnen

met deze complexe behandeling.

Beweging door ademhaling en afzakking is een van de grootste oorzaken van onzekerheid

bij radiotherapie van alvleeskliertumoren. De MR-Linac kan continu beelden maken tijdens

bestraling, dankzij zogenaamde cine MRI sequenties met een temporele resolutie die hoog

genoeg is (< 500 ms) om ademhaling te visualiseren. Deze snelheid gaat ten koste van het

ruimtelijke bereik: cine MRI is meestal beperkt tot een enkel 2D vlak. Tijdens scannen kan dit

constant gewisseld worden tussen het coronale en sagittale vlak, waardoor we de 3D beweging

van de tumordoorsnede in kaart kunnen brengen. Deze sequentie werd gemaakt tijdens de

gehele tijd dat de bundel aan stond bij de behandeling van patiënten met bovenbuiktumoren

op de MR-Linac. Deze patiënten droegen allen een op maat gemaakt compressiekorset,

waarmee de ademhaling in de buik beperkt blijft. We analyseerden de 3D beweging van

de alvleeskliertumor in Hoofdstuk 4. Van iedere fractie werd de tumorbeweging uit de

2D cine MRI scans gehaald door middel van deformable beeldregistratie. Met behulp van
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simpele signaalverwerkingstechnieken konden we de beweging scheiden in de (periodieke)

ademhalingscomponent en de (niet-periodieke) afzakkingscomponent.

We zaken dat ademhalingsamplitudes klein waren, en dat per patiënt zijn of haar ademhaling

niet veel variëerde over de verschillende fracties. Tumorafzakking was ook redelijk beperkt,

en we zagen geen grote systematische verplaatsingen. Deze resultaten tonen aan de de

huidige veiligheidsmarges, om voor deze intrafractiebeweging te compenseren, genoeg zijn

voor een veilige behandeling. Het abdominale korset is een simpele maar effectieve manier

om beweging te beperken.

Het meten van intrafractiebeweging is slechts een eerste-ordebenadering van de veiligheid

en effectiviteit van een afgegeven behandeling. In Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we de methode

van het vorige hoofdstuk uitgebreid door de gemeten beweging te vertalen in de afgegeven

dosis. Dit werd gedaan met de logbestanden van de linac, die bijhouden welke dosis werd

afgegeven op ieder tijdpunt van de behandeling. Door iedere losse dosis te verplaatsen met

de beweging die op datzelfde tijdpunt is gemeten, kunnen we de onnauwkeurigheden als

gevolg van de intrafractietumorbeweging accumuleren. Dit resulteert in een afgegeven dosis,

die vergeleken kan worden met de oorspronkelijk geplande dosis. We voerden deze methode

uit voor een nieuwe, grotere patiëntengroep. Tegelijkertijd simuleerden we een veelvoud aan

tumorbewgingen om de algemene invloed van intrafractiebeweging op de afgegeven dosis te

kwantificeren.

De beweging die gemeten is in dit nieuwe patiëntencohort was vergelijkbaar met het vorige

hoofdstuk. De relatief kleine ademhaling, en het wegblijven van grote afzakkingen, betekende

dat de afgegeven dosis niet veel verschilde van de geplande dosis. De simulaties bevestigden

dat ademhalingsbeweging vrij groot kan zijn (> 10 mm) voordat het een problematisch

effect gaat hebben op de afgegeven dosis. Aan de andere kant kunnen enkele millimeters

afzakking van de tumor al leiden tot grotere dosimetrische fouten.

In de vorige twee hoofdstukken hebben we tumorbeweging gemeten met standaard, 2D

cine MRI. Het nadeel van deze beelden is dat het slechte twee doorsnedes zijn, en er

geen driedimensionale informatie is van de gehele tumor en omgeving. Voor Hoofdstuk 6

ontwikkelden we een 3D cine MRI sequentie die volumetrisch de bovenbuik kan scannen, met

een vergelijkbare temporele resolutie met de standaard 2D cine MRI. Deze 3D cine MRI scan

heeft wel een veel grovere resolutie, maar algoritmes voor deformable beeldregistratie kunnen

hier nog steeds betrouwbare tumorbeweging uit halen. We namen deze scans wederom op

tijdens de behandeling van alvleesklierkankerpatiënten, en voerden dezelfde dosisaccumulatie

uit als het vorige hoofdstuk, op basis van de logbestanden. De bewegingsvelden werden ook
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gebruikt voor het simuleren van verschillende methoden om beweging actief te compenseren.

We zagen wederom een beperkte invloed van intrafractiebeweging op de afgegeven dosis.

Een kwailiteitscheck van de volumetrische beweging, die gemeten is in de lage resolutie 3D

cine MRI beelden, toonden een hoge mate van consistentie aan in het hoge-dosisgebied.

Dit laat zien dat hoogfrequente, tijdsgetrouwe 4D beeldvorming, en daaropvolgende de-

formabele dosisaccumulatie mogelijk zijn op de 1.5 T MR-Linac. De simulaties toonden

aan dat de meeste intrafractiebeweging, die had geleid tot grotere verschillen tussen ge-

plande en afgegeven dosis, opgelost hadden kunnen worden met eenvoudige baselinecorrecties.

Tot dusver zijn alle behandelingen van alvleeskliertumoren op de 1.5 T MR-Linac niet-gegate

behandelingen. Dit betekent dat de stralingsbundel constant aan staat, en ook al kunnen

we tumorbeweging in kaart brengen tijdens de behandeling, er wordt niet op geacteerd. In

Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijven we de eerste behandelingen op de 1.5 T MR-Linac met gating

en afzakkingscorrectie, uitgevoerd voor bovenbuiktumoren. Gating betekent dat de stral-

ingsbundel aan en uit wordt gezet afhankelijk van de tumorpositie. In dit geval wordt de

bundel alleen aangezet als de patiënt uitgeademd heeft, en wordt weer uitgezet zodra de

patiënt begint met inademen. Hierdoor kunnen we mogelijk een stuk preciezer bestralen.

Deze beweging kan met de MR-Linac gemeten worden, en gelijk worden teruggekoppeld

aan de linac om te bepalen of de bundel aan of uit moet staan. Ook kunnen systematische

afwijkingen van de tumor tijdens het bestralen gecorrigeerd worden met een afzakkingscor-

rectie, waarbij de resterende dosis verschoven wordt naar de nieuwe tumorpositie. Voor deze

eerste behandelingen met actieve bewegingscorrectie hebben wij het dosimetrische voordeel

berekend ten opzichte van een gesimuleerde, niet-gegate behandeling.

Gating en afzakkingscorrectie zorgden er inderdaad voor dat de afgegeven dosis beter

overeenkomt met de geplande dosis, wanneer vergeleken met de simulatie van een behan-

deling zonder deze actieve bewegingscorrectie. Dit systeem is een goed voorbeeld van wat

mogelijk is met de MR-Linac: directe terugkoppeling tijdens de behandeling, op basis van

de daadwerkelijke anatomische beweging, zonder gebruik te maken van implantaten. De

afzakkingscorrectie is een welkome functionaliteit, omdat dit de grootste dosimetrische

fouten door beweging kan corrigeren, zoals aangetoond in het vorige hoofdstuk. Het is ook

een onmisbaar component om efficiënt te kunnen gaten.

Al met al heeft MRI-geleide radiotherapie de weg vrijgemaakt voor een nieuwe, veilige, lokale

behandeling van inoperabele alvleesklierkanker. De volledige mogelijkheden de MR-Linac

zijn echter nog lang niet gerealiseerd. MRI is een ongelooflijk veelzijdig gereedschap dat

ingezet kan worden bij iedere tussenstap van online adaptieve behandeling. Het stelt ons
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in staat om meer inzicht te krijgen in de behandeling, en uiteindelijk het plannen en de

uitvoeren daarvan te optimaliseren. Ablatieve radiotherapie voor alvleesklierkanker met de

1.5 T MR-Linac is een van de meest ingewikkelde behandelingen in de radiotherapie, en de

lopende ontwikkelingen zullen de complexiteit alleen maar doen toenemen. Het informeel

uitwisselen van klinische ervaringen en behandeltechnieken, alsmede de samenwerkingen

tussen centra met MR-Linacs, zijn daarom van het grootste belang voor de vooruitgang van

radiotherapie voor alvleesklierkanker.
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Dankwoord

Er wordt wel eens gezegd het dankwoord vaak het eerste (en soms het enige) is wat men leest

van een proefschrift. Mijns inziens is dat geheel terecht, aangezien de personen hieronder

het fundament zijn van het werk dat nu voor u ligt. Dankzij hen heb ik geen moment spijt

gehad van mijn promotie. Ik ben ontzettend dankbaar dat ik in een omgeving ben gekomen

met zoveel leuke mensen die zoveel belangrijk werk doen. Buiten het ziekenhuis zijn er ook

vele mensen die een indirecte, maar niet minder belangrijke bijdrage hebben geleverd aan dit

proefschrift.

Dr. G.J. Meijer, beste Gert, ik kan oprecht zeggen dat jij van mijn promotietijd een feestje

hebt gemaakt. Sinds de eerste keer dat ik jouw kantoor in ben gelopen om te praten over de

vacature voor deze promotieplek, heb ik je deur vele malen platgelopen. En iedere keer als

ik dan weer vertrok, soms na een iets te lange whiteboard-sessie, werkte er eigenlijk weinig

motiverender dan een ”Goed bezig, Guus!”. Ik heb enorm veel te danken aan je grenzeloze

inzet die niet alleen voor dit proefschrift onmisbaar was, maar ook voor mijn persoonlijke

ontwikkeling als onderzoeker en professional. Je enthousiasme en pragmatische instelling

(”The proof of the pudding is in the eating!”) zijn bijzonder aanstekelijk en hebben mij

bovenal geleerd dat je er gewoon voor moet gaan. Ik ben trots dat ik je vakgenoot mag

worden, en hoop dat we nog veel mooie dingen gaan doen op de afdeling.

Prof. dr. M.P.W. Intven, beste Martijn. Je bent een onuitputtelijke bron van nieuwe

ideeën en gevatte opmerkingen tijdens het donderdagoverleg. Er zijn weinig mensen die zo

benaderbaar zijn én zo’n grote speler zijn binnen de radiotherapiewereld. De hoeveelheid

taken die je op je neemt, van hoogleraarschap en management op ziekenhuis-, nationaal,

en internationaal niveau, tot het rondbrengen van bitterballen in de koffiekamer, zijn niets

minder dan bewonderenswaardig. Je vormt met Gert het perfecte team. Dank voor alles

wat je me hebt bijgebracht.

Prof. dr. B.W. Raaymakers, beste Bas, ik ben blij dat ik je in de loop van mijn pro-

motietraject beter heb leren kennen. Je inzichten waren af en toe hoognodig tijdens de

voortgangsgesprekken om de boel weer de juiste kant op te sturen (”Als ik eerlijk ben, lijkt
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me een review schrijven ongelofelijk saai.”). Ik herken een beetje van jouw no-nonsense

mentaliteit in alle fysicapromovendi van de afdeling: als je een leuk idee hebt, gewoon de

MRL boeken en uitproberen. Het was een voorrecht om je als promotor te hebben.

Geachte leden van de beoordelingscommissie, dr. M.F. Fast, prof. dr. M.S. Hoogeman, prof.

dr. ir. J.J.W. Lagendijk, prof. dr. J.H.W. Leusen, prof. dr. H.C. van Santvoort, hartelijk

dank voor de tijd en moeite die jullie gestoken hebben in het lezen en beoordelen van dit

proefschrift.

Dank aan mijn paranimfen, Hidde Eijkelenkamp en Lando Bosma. Hidde, amice, confrère,

we zijn samen op de pancreas-MRL-trein gestapt en komen nu ook weer samen aan bij het

eindstation. We hebben elkaar veel bijgebracht over elkaars vakgebieden en over het leven;

je kan er waarschijnlijk een tweede proefschrift mee vullen. Ik beloof te blijven werken aan

mijn empathie. Een mooiere afsluiter van deze jaren kan ik me niet voorstellen! Lando, je

stelt nooit teleur om de lat net wat hoger te leggen dan de rest, zowel qua onderzoek als

tijdens congressen (overdag én ’s avonds). Ooit zullen we met ons dosisaccumulatieproject

beginnen. MIM it to win it!

Mijn (oud-)Qamergenoten: Anouk, Arthur, Celeste, Eline, Ethan, Fia, Floris, Hidde, Hilde,

Jikke, Julius, Katrinus, Koen, Maaike, Maxime, Robin, Osman, Veerle, dank voor alle

lunches, wandelingen, koffie’s, scansessies, RT-Iedereen-anekdotes, en het aanhoren van mijn

vele klaagzangen. Katrinus, van alle collega’s ken ik jou verreweg het langst. We moeten

elkaar niet veel later ontmoet hebben dan de derde week van onze BMT-bachelor. Wie had

toen gedacht dat we nu, bijna 10 jaar later, nog steeds samen zouden werken? En ook zijn

we geen kamergenoten meer, we gaan beide gewoon door in het UMCU dus we zijn nog

lang niet van elkaar af! Osman, ik geloof dat je het volledige menu van De Brink wel hebt

uitgespeeld. Ben benieuwd of ze daar in het AvL aan kunnen tippen! Robin, je vertrek uit

hierdie klomp vriende is een groot gemis. Dank dat je ons hebt laten zien dat je bovenal

gewoon moet doen wat je leuk vindt in het leven (ik zal het maar niet over MIM workflows

hebben).

Aan mijn verdere (oud-)collegapromovendi: Bas, David, Dieuwke, Eva, Frédérique, Georgios,

Iris, Jacobien, Jamila, Jasmijn, Leon, Luuk, Lois, Maarten, Madelon, Manon, Maureen, Max,

Mike, Paris, Prescilla, Rodrigo, Saskia, Stijn, Thomas, Thomas, Tom, Tom. Het is inmiddels

niet meer origineel om het beroemde motto van prof. dr. J. Westerdijk aan te halen, maar

hoe zou ik het ook beter kunnen samenvatten dan ”Werken en feesten vormt schoone
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geesten”. Ik heb genoten van de vrijmiborrels, ESTRO-feestjes, tafelvoetbalwedstrijdjes,

Spag-diners, PhD-weekendjes, en het warme bad dat jullie vormen. Frédérique, dinsdag is

het nieuwe vrijdag! Dank voor je Illustrator/InDesign/Photoshoptips die essentieel waren

voor de totstandkoming van de creatieve onderdelen van dit proefschrift.

De stafleden van de radiotherapie met wie ik in meer of mindere mate heb samengewerkt:

Alexis, Anette, Astrid, Bram, Cornel, Fasco, Gijs, Hans, Jonna, Maarten, Matteo, Mariëlle,

Niels, Peter, Pim, Saskia, Sara, Simon, Tim. Van co-auteurschap tot een enkele ”korte

vraag” (lees: een uur lang sparren), dank voor jullie kennis en bijdragen.

Ik wil ook alle MRL/MRI laboranten van de radiotherapie bedanken, in het bijzonder Eline,

Lieke, Louk, Reijer, Roel, Tuan. Dank voor jullie vrolijkheid, hulp, en kennis. Zonder jullie

geduld voor mijn veel te luide, veel te lange MRI-scans was dit proefschrift er niet geweest.

Heren van het HRD, vroeger was alles beter, maar dat hoeft niet te betekenen dat men zich

niet kan verheugen op de toekomst. De erkenning komt sluipenderwijs dichterbij. Richard

en Pieter, dank voor jullie lange vriendschap en de vele brakke Wii Golf uren. Rich, onze

nestor universalis, het einde lonkt nu aan de horizon. Piet, ook ons het heeft wat jaartjes

gekost maar straks zijn we beiden eindelijk in opleiding!

David en Bernd, het is maar goed dat we de boel bij Viking een beetje hebben opgeschud.

Ik hoop dat we onze Pimanov verder zullen perfectioneren, en laten vooral doorgaan met de

URV naar een hoger niveau tillen!

Mam en pap, ik kan alleen maar dankbaar zijn voor jullie grenzeloze steun en interesse. Bij

jullie voelt het nog steeds als thuiskomen in plaats van langskomen. Mam, eigenlijk treft jou

meer dank dan ieder ander, aangezien jij was degene die de vacature voor deze PhD het

eerst zag staan, toen nog op de interne website van het UMCU. Pap, laten we er snel weer

eens samen op uit gaan. Misschien dat laatste stuk van de Thames maar eens afmaken?

Oma, fijn dat je er ook bij kan zijn op de grote dag!

Eva en Marieke, lieve zussen, in het dagelijks leven zijn jullie mijn paranimfen: altijd aan

mijn zijde en bereid om in te grijpen als het mis dreigt te gaan. Eva, ooit zullen we de eerste

studie door Grimbergen, Grimbergen, et al. publiceren. Marieke, buurvrouw, super leuk dat

we nu zo makkelijk bij elkaar langs kunnen komen. Ngā mihi voor al je tips voor mijn Nieuw

Zeelandreis!
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Mieke, het laatste is voor jou. In de vier jaar dat we samen zijn is er ongelofelijk veel

veranderd voor ons beiden, en hebben we ondertussen al ontelbare mooie herinneringen (en

foto’s van Moki) gemaakt. Ik ben dankbaar voor al deze grote en kleine avonturen die we

samen hebben beleefd en ontzettend blij dat jij mijn vriendin bent. Dank voor je steun en

liefde. Ik kijk uit naar wat de toekomst ons gaat brengen. Ik zou het voor geen goud willen

missen!
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